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Jacksonville State University Go! 
Leaders sing, dance, and perform 
skits for incoming freshmen 
and their parents in Leone 
Cole Auditorium during 
Orientation week.
17
Freshmen Orientation
16
Freshmen gather for the 
annual convocation in the 
stadium, signaling the 
start of the Fall semester. 
Faculty, administration, 
the Marching Southerners, 
Ballerinas, and 
cheerleaders gather to 
encourage and inspire new 
students.
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HOM ECOM ING PARADE
IN SPITE OF THE COLD, WINDY DAY, THE 
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING 
SAW A LARGE CROWD TURNOUT FOR THE
ANNUAL PARADE.
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 Homecoming Court
King and Queen
 Santiago Hechart and K aleigh G arner
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Ladies: Amanda Parker, Courtney Jordan, Alexandra Black, Kacey Jacobs, Shelby King, 
Kristen Fargason, Kaleigh Garner, Gena Baker, Jayme Wagner, Melita Muhammed
Gentlemen: Blake Wilson, Jeremey Potts, Eric McIntyre, Jarius Harris, Santiago Hechart
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 Pageant
Runner up K acey Jacobs  Runner up K aleigh G arner
29
Miss J S U  Cortlyn Watson
 Miss JSU
28
Freshmen Forum Freshmen Forum participates in JSU's Student Government 
and in various 
community service 
projects all while 
gaining valuable 
leadership skills that 
enhance their college 
careers.
“To me, Freshman Fo­
rum was a family and 
an incredible 
experience. It was a 
new group of people 
that quickly became my 
best friends and pushed 
me daily to be better 
than I had been the day 
before.”
- Casey Payne, 
Freshman Forum
Mentor
“To me, Freshman 
Forum is an amazing 
way to branch out of 
your high school 
career and jump right 
into college. It provides 
you with opportunities 
on campus that most 
freshmen will not be 
able to experience.”
- Chace Oliver, 
Freshman Forum
Mentor
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TD Camp Keaton Glass Caelan Goss Santiago Hechart
Madeline Jorges Jason Katz Shelby King Samaria Mayo
Danleigh McDaniel Tia Pendleton Andrew Shelton Alex Smith
Amy Tomlinson Blake Wilson Graduate Assistant 
Josh Robinson
 Go! Leaders
Jacksonville State University Peer Educators is the local chapter of an international organization known as The Bacchus 
Network. These students have taken the initiative to offer leadership to their peers on certain issues. Their number one
goal is to create a more positive, healthy campus environment.
As an affiliate of The Bacchus Network, the JSU Peer Educators focus on events and activities that meet the specific 
needs of the JSU campus. They coordinate and publicize events for National Alcohol Awareness Week, Sexual 
Responsibility Week, and Safe Spring Break programs. The programs and goals of the JSU Peer Educators are: 
Attack myths about college drinking that portray excessive use and drunkenness as a norm.
Conduct alcohol-free social events in conjunction with educational messages.
Use the power of peer-to-peer influence as part of the educational process.
Significantly influence student drinking as it relates to impaired driving prevention.
Recognize the link between alcohol abuse and other related health issues such as HIV/AIDS, depression, etc. and
support a comprehensive peer approach to prevention.
Support state laws and campus policies and that reduce overall risk to the university and individual students’ well-being. 
Engage students in being a part of the catalyst to develop a healthy campus environment.
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Health Fair sponsored 
by Peer Educators
Peer  Educators
 Ambassadors
36
Scarlett Shine 
Meagan Harris 
Sadie Gregory 
Lora Clayburn 
Kaleigh Garner 
Hunter Wallace 
Blake Wilson 
Dylan Kelley 
Alex Christensen 
Kiunte Dowdell 
Philip Treutel 
Jesslan Sharp 
Caelan Goss 
Kayla Haynes 
Keri Jo Shaw 
Emilee Cabaniss 
Marilyn Cheney 
Dylan Jones 
Tia Pendleton 
Erin Wallace 
Mallorie Philips 
Kendal Garrett 
Kenisha Reeves 
Diamond Ford 
Hailey Scott 
Lacey Shaw
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SGA since 1946
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Student Government Association
The SGA has been serv in g students at JSU since 1946. 
E very  student who is enrolled at JSU is a mem ber o f the 
SGA. The four branches that m ake up the SG A are 
Executive, Legislative, Judicial, and Activities. Each 
branch is comprised o f various com m ittees all w ith  the 
common goal o f im proving the quality o f student life.
President: B rett Johnson 
V P  o f Organizational A ffa irs : A r ie l Tolson 
Student Senate: T y ler Brown 
D irector o f Publicity: Courtney Curtis 
Chief Justice: A n d rew  York
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ROTC
After the tragic loss of Major Dwayne Williams, his mother, Ms. 
Pearl Williams, was determined to do something in her son’s 
memory for his service to the country. Dwayne died during the 
attack on the Pentagon September 11, 2001. She found ways 
to raise money for scholarships to give many worthy ROTC 
students an honor in memory of her son. The scholarships are
presented annually during the fall.
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WesleyFoundati
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 One Day
45
In 2006, American traveler Blake Mycoskie befriended children in a village in 
Argentina and found they had no shoes to protect their feet. Wanting to help, he 
created Toms, a company that would match every pair of shoes purchased with 
a pair of new shoes. The goal of One Day Without Shoes is to allow the 
community to experience this issue first hand.
  Without Shoes
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T-Pain Concert
46 47
International  House
The International House 
Program began in 1946 
with five
students from France. 
Initially, the program 
focused on languages. 
Today, there are forty 
members of the 
program. Twenty 
American students and 
twenty internationals. 
Each international 
student is from a 
different country and 
rooms with an 
American student. 
Though emphasis is still 
placed on languages, 
greater emphasis is now 
placed on the 
overall aspects of 
cultural understanding. 
Truly, the International 
House Program 
provides "A  Window on 
the W orld" for 
students at Jacksonville 
State University and the 
surrounding 
community.
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Greek Life
50 51
Zeta Phi Beta
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was founded January 
16, 1920, at Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
The Klan was very active during this period and 
the Harlem Renaissance was acknowledged as the 
first important movement of Black artists and writ­
ers in the U.S. It was within this environment that 
five coeds envisioned a sorority that would 
directly affect positive change, chart a course of 
action for the 1920s, raise consciousness of their 
people, encourage the highest standards of scho­
lastic achievement, and foster a greater sense of 
unity among its members. These women believed 
that sorority socializing overshadowed the real 
mission for progressive organizations, and failed 
to address fully the societal mores, ills, prejudices, 
and poverty affecting humanity in general and the 
black community in particular.
Sororities
Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta was founded on October 24, 1902 at 
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio by Alpha Lloyd, 
Anna Keen, Mabelle Minton, Mary Collins, Julia 
Bishop, and Anne Simmons. Their philanthrop­
ic causes are speech and hearing and The Painted 
Turtle Camp.
Phi Mu
This sorority was founded in 1852 at Wesleyan 
College in Macon, Georgia by Mary Lines, Mary 
Elizabeth, and Daniel and Martha Redding. It 
began as the Philomathean Society, a literary 
society, and is the second oldest group for 
women in the nation. Their philanthropic cause is 
Children's Miracle Network.
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ZetaTau Alpha
This sorority was founded on October 15, 1898 by 
nine women at the State Female Normal School 
in Farmville, Virginia. Their philanthropic cause is 
Breast Cancer Awareness.
Alpha Omicron Pi
The Sorority was founded on January 2, 1897 by 
Helen Mullan, Stella Perry, Elizabeth Wyman, and 
Jessie Hughan at Bernard College, New York. Their 
philanthropic cause is Arthritis Research.
Alpha Xi Delta
In 1893, ten young women at Lombard College in 
Galesburg, Illinois, shared a vision and a dream of 
a national organization dedicated to the personal 
growth of women. Their dream became Alpha Xi 
Delta, one of the oldest in the United States. Their 
philanthropic cause is Autism Speaks.
Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Sigma Theta Public Service Sorority Inc. was 
founded January 13, 1913 by twenty-two illustrious 
college women at Howard University. Their goal 
was to strongly de-emphasize the social aspect of 
sorority life and expand on new horizons such as 
cultural diversity and academic excellence. The 
Kappa Beta Chapter, chartered May 12, 1973 at 
Jacksonville State University, continues to live on 
the legacy that was paved by the founders. Through 
continuous involvement in the local community, 
service programs based on the sororities five point 
thrust, and with a priority on academic success, 
the Kappa Beta Chapter is always striving to have a 
positive impact on the lives they encounter.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha
It all began as a vision of nine college students 
on the campus of Howard University. The sorority 
has grown into a union of thousands of college- 
trained women who are bound by a powerful 
mystique, a real moving factor in the lives of 
students in more than four hundred institutions 
of higher learning. It is one of the most solvent 
corporations in the world today. As Alpha Kappa 
Alpha has grown, it has kept in balance two very 
important themes: the importance of the individual 
and strength of an organization of women, 
courage, and ability. As the world became more 
complex, there was a need for associations without 
racial, geographical, political, physical, and social 
barriers. Alpha Kappa Alpha's influence extends 
beyond campus quads and student interest.
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Sigma Gamma Rho
The sorority was founded on November 12,
1922 on the campus of Butler University in 
Indianapolis, Indiana by seven school teachers. 
Each woman had the the same goal in mind, 
"Greater Service, Greater Progress." The Mu 
Xi Chapter was chartered on the campus of 
Jacksonville State University on March 6, 1992 
by seven untouchable Pearls. Since then fifteen 
lines have crossed into the largest chapter in 
the Southeast Region. Mu Xi has been and will 
continue to serve as a beacon of light to all 
mankind. Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority's aim is to 
enhance the quality of life within the community. 
Public service, leadership development and 
education of youth are the hallmarks of the 
organization's programs and activities. Sigma 
Gamma Rho addresses concerns that impact 
society educationally, civically, and economically.
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Fraternities
Sigma Nu
When a new member is initiated, Sigma Nu does 
not supply him with a badge of one or two arms, 
but all five because the chapter is trusted to initiate 
a fully prepared, totally committed, genuine Broth­
er. It is Sigma Nu's mission to empower its Brother­
hood to grow mind, heart, and character in order 
to assist collegiate members to move more grace­
fully out into the world after graduation.
Pi Kappa Phi
On a quiet December evening in Charleston, South 
Carolina in 1904, three friends, Andrew Kroeg, 
Simon Fogarty and Harry Mixon made a choice 
to lead. Over the course of a century, a fraternity 
with humble beginnings has grown into a broth­
erhood of more than 100,000 members. PUSH 
America is their philanthropy.
Delta Chi
Delta Chi fraternity believes that great advantag­
es are derived from a brotherhood of college and 
university men. That close association promotes 
friendship, develops character, advances justice, 
and assists in the acquisition of a sound education.
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Omega Psi Phi
On Friday evening, November 17, 1911, three 
Howard University undergraduate students creat­
ed the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Omega Psi Phi 
does not seek members; quality men seek Ome­
ga Psi Phi. A man who successfully completes the 
membership selection process will immediately 
have access to a brotherhood of men who share 
similar ideals and aspirations. Those who seek 
admission will learn the history of the fraterni­
ty from an historical perspective, written test and 
personal accounts. Successful applicants will have 
a strong presence at the college, university or 
graduate chapter where they gain admission, but 
will also become a part of an international orga­
nization known worldwide. Omega Psi Phi has 
more than 700 chapters of members.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
The fraternity's mission has been refined as "Build­
ing Balanced Men." With these three words, they 
capture the essence of SigEp's value to its mem­
bers, charting a course for men to live their best 
lives by embracing their cardinal principles of Vir­
tue, Diligence and Brotherly Love and committing 
to the practice of Sound Mind and Body.
Phi Beta Sigma
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity was founded at Howard 
University in Washington, D.C., January 9, 1914, 
by three African-American male students. The 
Founders, A. Langston Taylor, Leonard F. Morse, 
and Charles I. Brown wanted to organize a frater­
nity that would truly exemplify the ideals of broth­
erhood, scholarship, and service.
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Tau Delta Phi
Tau Delta Phi was founded on June 22, 1910. 
Starting out as Phi Sigma Beta, they colonized at 
the Community Center of the Greenwich section of 
New York. Tau Delta Phi is a social fraternity that 
is committed to developing leaders of tomorrow 
with character and reputation that earn respect and
admiration. Active Minds is their philanthropy. 
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma was founded in 1869. Five students 
attending the University of Virginia gathered in the 
room of William Grigsby McCormick and planted 
the seed of Brotherhood. Not only did the founders 
formalize their friendship, but also a fraternity 
steeped in the traditions of the past and dedicated 
to the Pursuit of Learning. The new brothers 
recorded their bond in a Constitution and an Oath 
that set forth the ideals and principles to all Kappa 
Sigma today.
Kappa Alpha Order
James Ward Wood was born on December 26, 
1845, in rural Hardy County, Virginia (now in 
West Virginia). He was the fifth generation of 
Woods to farm the land near Lost River and his 
grandson Bill Wood (who continues his KA legacy 
as an Alpha Chapter initiate), occupies the family 
land and the Woodlawn home today. Wood was 
apparently studying law when Virginia entered the 
Civil War. He was blessed with a fantastic home 
library which was wide and varied. While his 
education was not as formal as we know today, 
he had a rich and broad base of learning. This was 
accomplished by his intense reading and study of 
all types of literature.
Iota Phi Theta
On September 19, 1963, twelve students from 
Morgan State College founded what is now the 
nation's fifth largest, predominately African-Amer­
ican social service fraternity, the Iota Phi Theta 
Fraternity, Inc. As Iota Phi Theta continues to grow 
and strengthen, so will its commitment to make 
meaningful contributions to society in general, 
with particular emphasis in the African-American 
community. Throughout America, Iota Phi Theta 
has come to represent excellence in all areas. The 
fraternity is, and shall forever remain dedicated 
to its founders' vision. The founders were Charles 
Briscoe, Charles Brown, Frank Coakley, Elias 
Dorsey, Jr.; Charles Gregory, Albert Hicks, Louis 
Hudnell, Webster Lewis, John Slade, Lonie Spruill, 
Michael Williams, & Baron Willis.
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Gamecock Sports
68 69
Rashod Byers, Markis Merrill, Jermaine Hough, Dalton Etheridge, Omari Jones, Telvin Brown, Folo Johnson, Michael Carlisle, Christian LeMay, JD 
Williams, Eli Jenkins, Bo Brummel, Anthony Johnson, DaQuan James, Jaylen Hill, Max Shortell, Josh Barge, Austin Blevins, Calen Campbell, Bryant 
Mitchell, Kyle West, Ruben Gonzalez, Dalton Screws, Tre’ Garland, Kyle Pope, Hamish Macinnes, Jarren Johnson, Miles Jones, Justice Owens, Jakoby 
Aldridge, Reggie Hall, Bryant Horn, Troymaine Pope, E.J. Moss, Santavious Oden, Joio Wynn, Siran Neal, Bo Billups, aJuan Lee, Nigel Terrell, DeBarri­
aus Miller, DaMarcus James, Michael Davis, Jeremy Harrison, Lawon Debardelaben, Jordan Jackson, Octavious Baxter, Cantrell McKinley, Darrius 
Jackson, Dalton Campbell, Quan Stoudemire, Jarret Brown, LaMichael Fanning, Gerald Bruno, Chase McGhee, Darrius Stephens, Dawson Wells, Ben 
Endress, Cameron Callier, Casey Dunn, David Segers, Chad Sharp, Dustin Gayton, Spencer Whatley, Zach Heard, Nick Johnson, Andrew Dean, Thom­
as Stinson, Max Holcombe, Adam Wright, Ryan Childers, Casey Hunt, Austin Bell, Justin Lea, Tyler Johnson, Jordan Cagle, Blake Burks, Tyler Swindle, 
Terrence Pendleton, Kyron Samuels, Dylan Cline, Tyler Scozzaro, Dylan Gibson, Luke Smith, Davis Carrandi, Earl Calloway, Brandon Wilson, Ra’Shad 
Green, Spencer Goffigan, Kameron Wood, Sean Wylie, Nate Craft, Ty Anderson, Chris Landrum, Chad Coleman, Devaunte Sigler, Greg Clark, Martez
House, Allan Carson, Montavious Skelton, Cade Stinnett, Connor Rouleau, Caleb Lawrence
Head Coach: John Grass
Assistant Coaches: Todd Bates (Defensive Line), David Blackwell (Defensive Coordinator/Inside 
Linebackers), Trey Clark (Offensive Line), Nick Gentry (Outside Linebackers), Brandon Hall 
(Defensive Coordinator/Safeties), Jimmy Ogle (Running Backs), J.R. Sandin (Recruiting Coordinator), 
Larry Smith (Quarterbacks), and Nick Williams (Wide Receivers/Asst Special Teams)
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Michigan State 7-45 
Chattanooga 26-23 
West Alabama 45-34 
Murray State 52-28 
UT Martin 38-14 
Tennessee State 27-20 
Tennessee Tech 49-3 
Austin Peay 56-0 
Eastern Kentucky 20-6 
Eastern Illinois 27-20 
Southeast Missouri 49-30 
Sam Houston State 26-37
Kelly Naught0n #3
Briana Benson, Kelly Naughton, Candace Morton, LeCresha Horton, Leah Strain, 
Courtney Strain, Destiny James, Destany McLin, Bria'unna Buckner, Gretchen
Morrison, Tyler Phelion, Miranda Cantrell
Head Coach: Rick Pietri
Assistant Coaches: Eric Wise, Altherias Warmley, Ali Heller
Women's  Ba s ketball
Briana Benson #2
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 Men's Ba s ketball
Avery Moore, JaQuail Townser, Randall Smith, Joe Kuligoski, Nathan Laing, Darion 
Rackley, Dontay Jackson, Ed Jones, TJ Sams, Malcolm Drumwright, Jamal Hunter, 
D.J. Felder, Darrius Moore, Deitrich Cole, Dominique Miller, Jeremy Watson
Darion Rackley #11
Head Coach: James Green
Assistant Coaches: Reggie Sharp, Eugene Harris, Ronnie Dean 
Coordinator of Basketball Operations: Garland Wilson
D.J. Felder #23
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Women’s Golf
Natalia Azcue, Melania Bajo Geijo, Erin Gunnels, Maria Jose 
Lathrop, Maya Parsons, Angie Varona
Head Coach: James Hobbs 
Assistant Coach: Neal Grusczynski
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Men’s Golf
Camilo Aguado, Tomasz Anderson, B.J. Chung, Franco Grillo, 
Bo Hayes, Thomas Lawton, Zac McCurdy, Jamie Mist, Pablo
Torres, Nicolas Vanegas, David Weeks
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Head Coach: James Hobbs 
Assistant Coach: Neal Grusczynski
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Women’s Tennis
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Zoe Bizinos 
Courtney Conley 
Danielle Kerindi 
Claudia Marsala 
Diana Mirceta 
Olivia Nguyen 
Sadey St. Amant 
Genevie Ulanday
Head Coach: 
Steve Bailey
Assistant Coach: 
Tim MacTaggart
Graduate 
Assistant Coach: 
Raisa Guasti
Mathias Chaim
Men’s Tennis
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Felipe Diaz
Dylan Gee
Samuel Kellett
Austin McCormick
Gabriel Pansera
Jaryd Reese
Pedro Wagner
Jefferson Wendler 
- Filho
Felpe Wenzel
Head Coach: 
Steve Bailey
Assistant Coach: 
Tim MacTaggart
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Softball
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Jamie McGuire 
Savannah Sloan 
Taylor West 
Stephanie Lewis 
Casey Akenberger 
Whitney Gillespie 
Taylor Sloan 
Melanie Steer 
Cadi Oliver 
Emily Woodruff 
Sara Borders 
Leila Chambers 
Jordan Sims 
Caitlyn Sapp 
Ella Denes 
Brooke Carvey 
Logan Green
Head Coach: 
Jana McGinnis
Assistant Coaches: 
Mark Wisener 
and
Julie Boland
Baseball
Ryan Sebra 
Clayton Daniel 
Travis Stout 
Hayden White 
Josh Bobo 
Justin Hoyt 
Gavin Golsan 
Taylor Hawthorne 
Patrick Fedorko 
Paul Angel 
Zachary Fowler 
Peyton Williams 
Joe McGuire 
Grant Chandler 
Elliot McCummings 
Paschal Petrongolo 
Ty Pierce 
Daniel Gaither 
Tony Urban 
Michael McCreless 
Graham Officier 
Payton Anderson 
Jake Pierce 
Dalton Etheridge 
Chase Silvani 
Jesse Fry 
Faleniko Teofilo 
Tyler Gamble 
Michael Barber
Head Coach: Jim Case 
Assistant Coaches: Mike Murphree & 
Brandon Romans
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S occer
Meara Johnson, Katie Thomas, Caroline Robinson, Olivia Drapes, Nicola 
Dominikovich, Brianna Salverda, Courtney Hurt, Carsen Taylor, Abbey 
Clausen, Kaitlyn Gregory, Jackie Rush, Nicole Heiser, Sydney Keller, Chelsi 
Bender, Lindsey Jackson, Blair Barker, Brianna Boutziouvis, Mackenzie Bellows, 
Kayla Thompson, Shatyriah Crawford, Katt Dowd, Kelsey Bright, Justine 
Panchuk, Jessica Monahan, Anna Clausen, Kristen Hoo 
Head Coach: Neil Macdonald 
Assistant Coach: Andy Swift 
Graduate Assistant: Nikki Brown
Kelsey Bright #22
Brianna Boutziouvis #16
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Volleyball 2014
Emily Rutherford, Samantha Bohne, Hannah Kirk, Allyson Zuhike, 
Kaitlyn Zelhart, Charis Ludtke, Trisha Mockapetris, Nicole Merget, 
Brianne Glidewell, Jennifer Hart, Laney Torkelson, Victoria Cross.
Terry Gamble - Head Coach 
Ben Kaszeta - Assistant Coach
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Cross Country
Alexander Beverly, Matthew Bonds, Daniel Burton, Jordan Cummins, 
Andrew Green, Paul Lueck, Stephen Payne, Ben Pryor, Mickey Sanders
Steve Ray - Head Coach
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Courtney Bennett 
Aquanita Branford 
Gina Carnovale 
Me’Shae’La Carter 
Ebonie Curry 
Ja’Nisha Davis 
Victoria Dumas 
Kimjika Finebone 
Briana Jackson 
Alyssa Leyendecker 
Mallory McGuire 
Ju-ells McLeod 
Danielle Moss 
Jasmine Parham 
Samantha Patterson 
Blake Perry 
Alleah Red 
Laura Sewell 
Dayja Simon 
Samantha Strange 
Selena Tarvin 
Idraiah Thompson 
Kayla Thompson 
Whitley Towns 
Brianna Turner 
Kelsey Walling 
Ashley Williams 
Maribeth Williams
Head Coach: 
Steve Ray 
Assistant Coach: 
Brian Korn
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Track & Field
Brandon Muske, Brent Brooks, Samantha Bullard, Cole 
Tucker, Austin Cock, Garrett Rabel, Seth Day, Anika Corsi,
Brandon Henson, Dan McCall 
Head Coach: Ron Frost
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RiflE Team
Fine  Arts
102 103
105104
Marching Southerners
107
Colorguard
106
Marching Ballerinas
108 109
Hardcorps
110 111
Sopranos: Ashley Collins, Kelsi Cordell, Megan Day, Abbi Eblen, Noya Levy, Lacy Taylor 
Altos: Brianna Garrett, Kristin Griffin, Libby Hays, Taylor Morgan, Lainey Shirey, Marissia
Simmons, Catie Stahlkuppe, Shelby Weaver
Tenors: Gavin Haynes, Russell Martin, Dylan McCombs, Jacobbie Rhodes, Jared Shiver 
Basses: Mason Aldridge, Ian McNeill, Brandon Owens, Brent Robinson
Keyboard: Shannon Scott 
Bass Guitar: Jeffery Dailey 
Percussion: Taylor Hudock 
Choreographer: Alison Woodward 
Director: Dr. Renee Baptiste
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Encore
Deja C. Bennett 
Moyinoluwa I. Idumu 
Ashley R. Borden 
Christian W. Jallah 
Kayla E. Bryars 
Cheree L. May 
Leah J. Cooper 
Emerald D. Reed 
Camila K. Dean 
Aquila S. Simmons 
Cody M. Dean 
Alysia L. Swanson 
Anthony M. Foote 
Sha'Bria J. Swanson 
Shenequa Z. Garrett 
Kelsie E. Watkins 
Ryan B. Goodwin 
Rachel S. White 
James L. Hamilton 
Madison T. Wright
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Gospel Choir
115
Cheerleaders
116 117
Lauren Ashmore 
Brooklyn Bean 
Alexis Byers 
Brittany Cates 
Hannah Cronan 
Tori Frederick 
Justice Gray 
Kaiyla Isbell 
Morgan Johns 
Alicia Kittles 
Leslie Puckett 
Tarah Sears 
Mackenzie Tallent 
Amaya Thomas 
Brena Whitten 
Kelsey Wilson
Dylan Burns 
Josh Gaskins 
Jay Harris 
Sam Harris 
Exavyer Jackson 
Karl Kiesler 
Brett Langston 
Jamon Phillips 
Jeremy Wynn
J SU Drama opens its season with Anton 
Chekhov’s The Seagull, a classic work by Russia’s 
most celebrated playwright.
The Seagull, populated with imperfect, fascinating 
characters, is a darkly funny play that is poignant and 
entertains exploration of love and the power of art.
The modern translation by Paul Schmidt highlights 
the comic elements in Chekhov’s masterpiece.
The aging theatre star Irina Arkadina and her 
younger lover Trigorin, a tortured but celebrated 
writer, arrive at her brother’s country estate to watch a 
play written by Arkadina’s idealistic son 
Konstantin. He has written an avant-garde play in the 
hopes of creating a new form of drama that will break 
away from the old conventions that Arkadina has 
come to symbolize. Starring in the play is Nina, a naive 
girl in search of the fame and glamour of the spotlight. 
Clashing values, romantic attractions, and unrequited 
love ignite a blaze of passions and rivalries that 
threaten the idyllic surroundings. As Arkadina faces 
her disappearing youth, Konstantin and Nina discover 
that artistic success can be measured in heartbreak.
The Seagull features a cast of JSU students and 
faculty members under the direction of Michael 
Boynton. Resident Scenic Designer Jennifer Ivey has 
devised an abstract setting that mirrors the transparent 
facade of traditional artistic conventions. Costumes by 
Freddy Clements evoke the play’s early 20th Century 
Russia setting. New resident Lighting and Sound 
Designer Robert Graham creates a charged 
atmosphere that reflects the inner turmoil pulsing 
underneath the quiet country life.
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T he Seagull
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The M ousetrap
When the longest-running play in history comes to 
JSU, murder takes center stage. Agatha Christie’s masterpiece 
The Mousetrap first opened in London in 1952 and has been 
frightening audiences ever since. Newlyweds Mollie and Giles 
Ralston open an English country guesthouse the same day a 
grisly murder takes place in nearby London. Travelers arrive 
as the snow begins to fall, eventually cutting them off from 
the outside world. Tension turns to suspicion when a police 
inspector arrives with the news that they may all be in dan­
ger. When his prediction comes true, the race is on to find 
the murderer before they strike again. The Mousetrap will 
keep you guessing until the very end.
JSU Drama is proud to announce that this production is 
directed and designed by students under the mentorship of 
the faculty. Director Tanner Cain, Scenic Director Jessica 
Reaves, and Costume Designer Jacob Early have collaborated 
with Lighting Designer Robert Graham and Sound Designer 
Randal Blades to create just the right mysterious atmosphere. 
The talented student cast is ready to take their audiences on a 
thrilling trip back in time to the mid-century English coun­
tryside, where no one is who they seem.
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To Tread Among
Serpents
Loosely based on true events, this year’s winner explores the after­
math of a double murder in Rabittown, Alabama and the infamous wom­
an convicted of the crime. Juanita Cohen, a New York reporter seeks to 
find out why pig farmer Violet Haight murdered her boyfriend and his 
brother. Not satisfied with the explanation, Juanita begins to publish her 
own version as she continues to dig for the truth.
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Academics
124 125
16 Years of Service
126 127
Dr. W illiam A. Meehan 
retired from Jacksonville 
State University on July 
1, 2015 after 16 years in 
Bibb Graves Hall, going 
down in university 
history having held one of 
its longest presidencies. 
Only Presidents Clarence 
W. Daugette (1899-1942) 
and Houston Cole (1942­
1971) served longer terms. 
Yet it was a role he never 
imagined he would play.
"When I went into this 
business, it was to teach 
and to be with students," 
Meehan said. "I think 
helping students reach 
their goals, and being 
able to add value to the 
experience of all those 
at the university -  to the 
students, to the faculty 
and staff -  if I can say I've 
added value to that 
experience, that's been the 
most rewarding part."
During his inaugura­
tion address in early 2000, 
Meehan expressed his 
strong desire to provide 
a caring academic atmo­
sphere for students, com­
bining "head" and "heart" 
work. He far exceeded 
that goal.
(Continued on next page)
Dr. Glen Browder, former U.S. Congressman and Emeritus Professor of American 
Democracy at JSU, stated, "Dr. Bill Meehan has been a great president and, more than 
that, he has epitomized JSU's reputation as the Friendliest Campus in the South. Our 
association goes back many years, and there have been too many memories to pick 
and describe. I guess my general gratitude is that he has never failed to 'be there' for us 
in the community -  from helping us pursue a dream, to joining us in dealing with our 
problems, to listening to our complaints with sincere concern, to laughing with us as 
we exchange pleasantries."
It is rare to find a university president who will go out on a sweltering Saturday 
morning to help freshmen move into the residence halls on move-in day, or who takes 
time to know students and faculty by name and greet them with a smile.
"It is an honor to be able to see your university president taking a stroll around cam­
pus and calling students by their first names," said Crystal Sharp, a senior majoring in 
secondary education/English Language Arts. "He has remembered my name every time 
I have seen him! He is honestly the most personable person I think I have ever met in 
my lifetime."
Such face-to-face interactions have earned the affections of students, faculty, staff 
and alumni. While Meehan's warmth and compassion have never changed over the 
past 16 years, many other transformations have taken place on campus. Here are just a 
few of the highlights:
1999- 2000 -  There was a 45.5 percent increase in the number of distance learning 
students. Technological advances continued across campus as the Master of Science in 
Systems and Software Development was introduced and The Chanticleer student news­
paper debuted its first online edition. The Montgomery Building Renovation was dedi­
cated on April 17, 2000, and the Baseball Field House was completed in May 2000.
2000- 2001 -For the first time in 25 years, spring commencement was held in Paul 
Snow Stadium, as graduation outgrew the Pete Mathews Coliseum. To keep up with the 
growing student population, many improvements were made to the campus' physical 
and technological infrastructures. The electronic message boards in front of the Theron 
Montgomery Building and Pete Mathews Coliseum were installed to inform campus of 
special events and other news. On April 16, 2001, the McGee Science Center, named 
in honor of past president Dr. Harold McGee, was dedicated. Adjacent Martin Hall also 
received a remodel. On the other side of campus, the Jack Hopper Dining Hall under­
went a facelift and the Academic Center for Excellence (ACE) completed its first year in 
its new location on the third floor of the Theron Montgomery Building. On August 30, 
2001, JSU and Gadsden State Community College signed a new co-admission agree­
ment that would make transferring to JSU a seamless experience for Gadsden students. 
Blackboard -  now a common software program used campus wide -  was introduced, 
with five classes offered fully online. Also that summer, JSU got its own email system 
called GEM, an acronym for "Gamecock E-Mail."
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2001- 2002 -  JSU mourned for the victims of the September 11th attacks, including 
Army Maj. Dwayne Williams, son of former JSU employee Pearl Williams. The entire 
campus responded by raising money for the American Red Cross and by holding can­
dlelight vigils and a day of prayer and remembrance. JSU and Gadsden State came 
together through two separate building projects. First, they purchased building 3181 at 
Fort McClellan, and second, the JSU Gadsden Joe Ford Economic Development Cen­
ter was completed, allowing JSU and GSCC to house administrative offices and some 
classrooms. The Alabama Commission on Higher Education unanimously approved 
JSU's proposal to establish the Institute for Emergency Preparedness.
2002-2003 -  JSU experienced an all-time high in enrollment, and also received an 
"A" rating by Standard & Poor's for the General Tuition and Fee Bond Issue. On Octo­
ber 21, 2002, the Houston Cole Library was rededicated after an extensive remodel 
that included a new red granite exterior and roof. Also on this date, the campus kiosk 
at the newly completed Chief Ladiga Rail Trail was dedicated. Work also continued on 
the McClellan Child Development Center renovations and a new roadway to Chimney 
Peak, which paved the way for a new mountaintop observatory. The observatory project 
was funded with part of a $1.8 million NASA grant establishing the Von Braun Scholars 
program to motivate greater interest in math and science among public school students. 
In Summer 2003, JSU played host to the Jimmy Carter Work Project for Habitat for 
Humanity by providing housing, facilities, food, and support for the thousands of vol­
unteers, including President Carter. In one week, the JCWP built 36 new homes in the 
area. The library began implementing "universal borrowing," which allows JSU students 
to borrow from other university libraries across Alabama.
2003 -  2004 -The university received its reaffirmation of accreditation by the South­
ern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges. Enrollment was, 
once again, at an all-time high, and the dietetics program received accreditation for the 
Didactic Program in Dietetics. JSU invested $376,000 in renovations to the soccer field 
in time for August 29th season opening.
2004 -  2005 -  JSU Athletics officially joined the Ohio Valley Conference (OVC). In 
the humanities, the English Language Institute was founded in the English department, 
providing non-credit programs to assist non-native English speakers in achieving English 
proficiency for academic and professional purposes. JSU's ROTC program was among 
the top 10 percent in the nation. Dual enrollment and graduate studies were both up
in enrollment. The JSU steam plant, Abercrombie and Luttrell Halls, were demolished. 
Based upon data obtained through an Economic Impact study by the Center of Eco­
nomic Development, JSU's economic impact was estimated as $325 million and more 
than 7,952 jobs in Calhoun and Etowah counties. In April 2005, Bob and Lou Kennam­
er Hall was dedicated. The $2.5 million, 6,000 square foot facility houses the William 
Taylor Stewart Strength and Conditioning Center and athletic department administrative 
offices.
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2005 -  2006 -  Alumni from around the world traveled to Paris to celebrate the In­
ternational House program's 60-year reunion. In August 2005, move-in commenced 
in the extensively remodeled Ayers Hall. Artificial turf was laid in Paul Snow Stadium 
just in time for the 2005 season. In June 2006, some JSU departments participated in 
the university's first cycle of Program Review, which established a system of continuous 
improvement among campus departments.
2006 -  2007 -  Now a staple on every college campus, Wi-Fi was made available 
to students, faculty, and staff at JSU. The College of Commerce and Business Adminis­
tration was included in the 2006 Princeton Review's "The Best 237 Business Schools," 
placing the business program in the top 10 percent in the nation. New labs were es­
tablished in Wallace Hall, Brewer Hall, and the Field House. On January 22, 2007, the 
Board of Trustees approved the university's first Comprehensive Strategic Plan, which 
focused on quality of education, citizenship and leadership opportunities for students, 
research and service, technology, increased efficiency and effectiveness of administra­
tive processes and services, and sound financial planning.
2007 -  2008 -  JSU's first-ever Freshman Convocation was held at the Pete Mathews 
Coliseum, starting a new tradition in which new students ring in the beginning of their 
college careers by striking a bell. Also this year, students were able to register them­
selves for classes through the Banner system. On October 15, 2007, the Gladys M. 
Carlisle Fine Arts Facility was dedicated in the presence of the trustee for whom it was 
named. Sadly, Mrs. Carlisle passed away less than a month later. In February 2008, 
the university celebrated its 125th anniversary. On April 22, 2008, President Meehan 
appeared in the Alabama State Legislature to receive a proclamation recognizing this 
accomplishment.
2008 -  2009 -  A new JSU logo and marketing campaign were brought to life. A 
recruitment trip was made to China to expand opportunities for collaborations with 
Chinese universities. On February 21, JSU celebrated the end of the university's capital 
campaign, "The Power of 125. . .  Join the Celebration!" at the new JSU Little River Can­
yon Center. The campaign exceeded expectations by 42 percent and closed at $31.36 
million. The following day, the 23,000 square-foot, LEED-certified Canyon Center offi­
cially opened to the public. The Canyon Center houses the university's Little River Can­
yon Field School and the National Park Service.
2009 -  2010 - The Gamecock Express transportation system was launched. Taizhou 
University students began to study in the English Language Institute. JSU launched its 
prestigious new Elite Honors program, which provides academically gifted students 
with an enriched educational experience.
2010 -  2011 -  During this academic year, JSU achieved its highest enrollment ever: 
9,504. One of the StormReady universities in Alabama, JSU was awarded a grant from 
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security through the Alabama Emergency Manage­
ment Agency to develop a hazard mitigation plan in regards to natural disasters.
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An online orientation website was developed, which is especially useful for non-tra­
ditional students. The summer reading program was implemented, with Dennis Cov­
ington's "Salvation on Sand Mountain" serving as the first selection. JSU became one 
of the many universities across the country to participate in the Red Balloon Initiative 
sponsored by the American Association of State Colleges and Universities. Also during 
this year, a Board of Visitors was established for each academic college. On September 
11, 2010, more than 22,000 fans waited out heavy thunderstorms to see the Game­
cocks host their first home game in a newly renovated stadium that includes a modern 
residence hall and luxury suites. As part of the ceremony, the playing surface was chris­
tened Burgess-Snow Field.
2011 -  2012 - The JSU Marching Southerners traveled to London, England, to lead 
the Queen's New Year's Day Parade and kick off the Diamond Jubilee. In fall 2011, JSU 
welcomed the most academically prepared freshman class in the history of the universi­
ty, with an average ACT of 22.3. The biggest news of the year was the university's reclas­
sification as a Level V institution by SACSCOC, establishing JSU as a doctoral granting 
university. The university's first doctoral program, a Doctor of Science in Emergency 
Management, was launched. A pilot program that provided iPads to 150 students in two 
classrooms -  one in the College of Arts and Sciences and one in the College of Educa­
tion and Professional Studies -  also got underway. The university got its first collabora­
tive classroom, which was in Physical and Earth Sciences. The Collaborative Regional 
Education program (CORE) was created to establish partnerships between JSU and K-12 
school systems, with the mission of equipping schools and teachers with new methods 
and technologies in the classroom to better prepare students for college and the work­
force. JSU's new Institute for Research and Collaboration added six research centers.
2012 -  present -  There was a record set for first-time freshman, with 1,414 new 
faces on campus in 2012. Plans were developed and funding was secured to create 
the Faculty Commons, a center for teaching and learning that provides professional 
development to faculty related to using new technologies and methodologies in the 
classroom. In June 2013, JSU held the inaugural CORE Academy, a three-day confer­
ence that brought together more than 270 educators to learn how to best incorporate 
technology into their classroom. In December 2013, the Institute of Research and Col­
laboration received a $12 million U.S. Department of Education Investing in Innovation 
(i3) grant, which is being used to fund, measure and expand the CORE program for five 
years. Planning began for "Deeply Rooted, Future Driven: A Campaign for Jacksonville 
State University," which has an initial goal of $35.1 million. In fall 2014, the university 
implemented a Quality Enhancement Program (QEP), "Fast Forward: Using 21st Cen­
tury Tools to Improve Critical Thinking Skills." Improvements made to the university's 
infrastructure in 2014 included a $488,000 softball field renovation and a $2.2 million 
HVAC renovation to the Pete Mathews Coliseum. In December 2014, JSU received re­
affirmation of its accreditation through SACSCOC.
There is no doubt that JSU is a better place because of Dr. and Mrs. Meehan and their 
family. They have left a lasting legacy upon the university and the numerous students 
who have had the privilege of attending under the Meehan administration. JSU would 
like to thank Dr. Meehan and his family for their time, effort, and service over past 16 
years and wish them the best in the years to come.


The New President
John M. Beehler was named the 12th president of Jacksonville State 
University today during a special session of the Board of Trustees held on 
campus at Houston Cole Library. He assumes the helm on July 1.
Beehler succeeds William A. Meehan, who retires June 30 having held 
the third longest presidency in the university's history, 16 years. Beehler 
was selected following a nationwide search led by the Atlanta-based firm, 
Diversified Search. Applicants were narrowed to three finalists, who each 
visited campus in April to meet with faculty, staff, students and the 
general public. The JSU Board of Trustees made the final selection 
following in-person interviews and reviewing feedback gathered during 
campus forums.
For the past 20 years, Beehler has served in a wide range of higher 
education leadership positions. He was dean of the School of Business at 
Robert Morris University in Pittsburgh. He previously served as founding 
provost and vice president for academic excellence and student success 
at the University of North Texas at Dallas, associate provost for econom­
ic initiatives and dean of the College of Business at Northern Kentucky 
University, dean of the School of Business at Wichita State University, and 
associate dean at the University of Texas at Arlington.
A certified public accountant, Beehler has significant experience in 
college and university accounting and auditing. He is a graduate of the 
Harvard Institutes of Higher Education Management Development 
Program and the American Academic Leadership Institute's Executive 
Leadership Academy. He earned a Bachelor of Science in accounting from 
The Pennsylvania State University and an MBA and Ph.D. in finance and 
taxation from Indiana University.
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Honors House
Lea Isbell, Amanda Parker, Alaina Durham, Lauren McClendon, Alyssa Cunningham, Emi­
ly Smith, Katie Cline, Abby Jaskowski, Lora Corbin, Barbara Edwards, Noah Trudeau, Katie 
Wood, Krista McNutt, Kendall Gulledge, Daniel Jackson, Alex McFry, Wesley 
Schultz, Dylan Kyzer, Peter Abney, Storm Johnson, Jennie Tanner, Trent Ford, Caelan Goss,
John Mackey, Sawyer McKay
Article written by: Heather Greene
A  fixture on JSU ’s campus, D aisy Mae 
Stanley, age 72, wears m any hats: wife, mother, 
grandmother, great-grandmother, Episcopalian, 
computer analyst, artist, painter, printm aker and 
gardener. On Friday evening, she will cross the stage 
on Burgess-Snow Field and add another hat to her 
collection -  a four-cornered graduation cap to be 
exact -  and a title that’s been years in the making: 
Jacksonville State University alumna.
Growing up in the Birm ingham  area, Daisy 
attended Shades Valley High School, which 
produced another fam iliar face around campus -  
President W illiam A. Meehan.
D aisy has been a non-traditional student 
most o f her adult life. She took classes at the 
University o f Alabam a at Birm ingham  during the 
1970s as a single mother. W hen she met her hus­
band, G ary Stanley, his work led them to Austin, 
Texas, where she earned an associate’s degree in 
human services. Together, they have two daughters, 
several grandchildren and a great-grandchild.
So what brought D aisy to the Jacksonville area?
“You might say chemical weapons brought 
me to JSU,” jokes Daisy, as the couple came to the 
Jacksonville com m unity when Gary, a retired U.S. 
A ir Force officer, took a job at the Anniston 
chemical weapons incinerator.
For D aisy though, the move meant a 
chance to earn a degree from a school with a 
printm aking studio. Ironically, it was a discussion 
o f printm aking that led her to connect with 
Meehan. Several years ago, she was standing 
outside on campus chatting with a man about 
how excited she was to be living near a college 
that had a printm aking studio. L ittle did she 
know she was talking with the president, and the 
two soon found out that they once went to school 
together at Shades Valley.
“ I always felt like we were friends,” Daisy 
said regarding Meehan or “Bill,” as she calls him. 
Like thousands o f other students, she was 
impressed by his friendly and welcoming 
demeanor.
D aisy has a true love o f learning and 
enjoys taking courses to continue her education. 
Having close to 400 credit hours -  when a typical 
bachelor’s degree program is only 120  hours -  
caught the eye o f JSU registrar Em ily White, who 
encouraged D aisy to take the remaining courses 
needed to get a degree in exchange for all that 
hard work.
“W hy not? I ’m only 72,” thought Daisy, 
who had been hesitant initially about “wasting” a 
year o f her life taking the science courses 
necessary to graduate. She now encourages 
people to take classes they might not norm ally 
take to learn something new.
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At the time she decided to graduate,
Daisy did not know she would be part of the last 
graduating class under Meehan’s administration. 
“I am so glad he will be signing my degree,” she 
said. “He is someone I really admire.”
Daisy insists she will need Meehan to give 
her a hug when she crosses that stage to receive 
her degree. While not the oldest degree candidate 
in JSU’s history, she openly acknowledges she is 
a non-traditional student and would encourage 
anyone of any age who might be considering 
returning to school to “do it!”’
When asked about her experience at 
JSU, Daisy glowingly exclaimed, “Oh, I can’t say 
enough!” Being an artist and liberal arts major, of 
course her favorite classes were her art classes.
“The art department and its faculty and 
staff are like a family to me,” Daisy lovingly ex­
plains. “I have found a new respect for the 
‘required’ or core courses also.
I truly enjoy learning outside my field. I 
encourage every student to get everything they 
can out of even those things they are not 
interested in. They might find they love it.”
Daisy also enjoys encouraging and interacting 
with JSU’s younger art students, who affection­
ately refer to her as “Miss Daisy.”
“So many people have a negative attitude 
about young people, but these kids are wonder­
ful,” said Daisy regarding the many students she 
has had the opportunity to interact with.
In addition to her studies at JSU, Daisy 
belongs to the writing group at the Jacksonville 
Public Library. She also enjoys gardening and 
proudly has more than 100 flowers growing in 
her yard. “I like to have a yard that sings ‘alleluia’ 
with the beauty of nature,” she said.
What are Daisy’s plans following grad­
uation? She plans to return to school in the fall 
to pursue another degree. She would also like 
to write a memoir of her life, write a children’s 
book, garden, make art just for fun, and continue 
working with and encouraging the art students at 
JSU. She also has a dream of somehow bringing 
the young and artsy together with the elderly in 
the community to create therapeutic art classes. 
No matter where she goes next, Daisy is certain 
to continue being a lifelong learner.
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 Graduating
 Miss Daisy
Ayers Lecture 
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NPR Media Correspondent Dr. David Folkenflik visited Jacksonville 
State University on March 13, 2014 to  deliver the annual Ayers Lecture 
hosted by the JSU Department o f Communications.
David Folkenflik is we ll known fo r his coverage o f a broad array o f 
issues-from the war in Afghanistan, to  the financia l crisis, to  the 
spellb inding saga o f the "Ba lloon Boy." He also provides media 
critic ism  on the a ir and at NPR.org. Reports by Folkenflik, heard on 
NPR news magazine shows tha t include, A ll Things Considered the 
M orn ing Edition and Talk o f the Nation, provide great insight in to  the 
operation o f the media during a time o f momentous shifts in the indus­
try  and shed ligh t on people who help change the way the news business 
operates.
The Ayers Lecture series dates back to  1988. Jacksonville State 
University and its Communication Department have continued the 
trad ition . The event honors Harry M . and Edel Y. Ayers, consecutive 
publishers o f The Anniston Star. The couple fe lt a strong kinship w ith  
Jacksonville State University. The Ayers Lecture serves as a tribu te  to  
the ir liv ing story o f communication in Northeast Alabama.
Lilly Ledbetter
Lilly Ledbetter, whose fight for equal pay and women's rights went all the 
way to the Supreme Court and resulted in the Ledbetter Fair Pay Restoration Act, 
spoke and signed her book "Grace and Grit: My Fight for Equal Pay and Fairness 
at Goodyear and Beyond," at Jacksonville State University's Houston Cole Library 
on March 16th.
Ms. Ledbetter, a Calhoun County native, filed a sex discrimination suit against 
her employer, Goodyear, when an anonymous note revealed that she was making 
thousands less per year than men in her position. She won her case, but lost on 
appeal. Over the next eight years, the case made its way to the Supreme Court, 
where the court ruled that she should have filed suit within 180 days of her first 
unequal paycheck, even though Ledbetter contested she had no way of knowing 
that she was being paid unfairly at the time. Undaunted by her loss, Ledbetter 
continued to champion equality and advocate for change. The piece of legislation 
bearing her name was the first signed by President Barack Obama after he took 
office.
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A lecture and workshop sponsored by CORE 
features guest speakers on the topic of 
Technology in Rural Classrooms.
Founder’s Day
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Jacksonville State Universi­
ty faculty, staff, sponsors, and 
scholarship recipients attend 
the annual Founder's Day Lun­
cheon.
Holocaust Remembrance
Robert May was born in Germany in 1926. The May 
family had owned a dry goods store for several generations 
and May’s father was cantor at the local synagogue. When 
Hitler came to power in 1933, anti-semitism threatened the 
family business and forced Robert to leave school and stay 
with his aunt in Frankfurt. During Kristallnacht in 1938, 
Robert’s school and synagogue were burned, and his aunt’s 
apartment ransacked. A month later, Robert escaped Germany 
through the Kindertransport, a British program that allowed 
Jewish children under 17 to enter England, as long as they 
could support themselves. Robert’s father and mother 
managed to join him in London two days before the war 
began, and the family emigrated to the U.S. in 1940.
Robert’s aunt, with whom he stayed in Frankfurt, and the 
uncle who sponsored his Kindertransport both perished in 
Auschwitz.
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Robotics
More than 50 state 
teachers gathered at 
the Jacksonville State 
University campus 
to take part in JSU's 
Vex robotics training 
course and 
competition. The 
event was an 
initiative of the 
Alabama Math, 
Science, and 
Technology Initiative 
at JSU.
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Career Fair
The JSU office of Career Services sponsored the annual Fall Career 
Fair held in Merrill Hall. The Fair offers students an opportunity to 
meet with various corporate representatives from local and
international companies.
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Faculty &  S ta ff
Abernathy Alice Allen
Abernathy Amanda Jane
Abernathy Michael Dale
Acker Jennifer M
Acker Ann S
Adams Linda J
Adams Vickie J
Adams Jonathan Todd
Adderhold Susan P
Akisanya Oyetunji Jelli
Akpan Joseph P
Al Hamdani Safaa H
Alam Mohammed Gaus
Allen Linda S
Allred Thomas Richard
Anderson William C .
Anderson Judy S
Anderson Cynthia Leigh
Anderson Amy Alicia
Arnold Linda G
Austin Mandi Rae
Austin Brian S
Bailey Rodney A
Bailey Steven D
Bailey Steven Paul
Balatico Mac T.
Baptiste Renee Lanette
Barclift Dee Anne
Barker Allyson G
Barnes Sharon Reed
Barnes Jimmy
Barnes Tanya Ray
Barnett Timothy James
Barnwell Beverly T
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
College of Nursing 
O and M Administrative 
Drama
Office of Student Financial Service 
Social Work Program 
Student Life 
College of Nursing 
Secondary Education 
Biology
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Educational Resources 
Academic Computer Services
Art
Associate Dean Arts and Sciences 
Building Custodial Services 
SBDC Training 
Building Custodial Services
Bursar 
Sports Medicine 
English 
Mens Tennis
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Human Resources 
Music
Social Work Program 
Controller 
Alumni Relations 
Educational Resources 
Inservice
Political Science and Public Admin
Registrars Office
Barrow Laura Ellen
Batchelor William R
Bates Toddrekius J
Bates Karen Whaley
Battles Diana L
Bayles Makenzie Williams
Beadles Shawna Argo
Beard Lawrence A
Beason Timothy Hugh
Beckett Scott W
Bedford Lisa Shaddix
Beegle Kelly
Beegle Gary A
Beezley Paul Richard
Bekhouche Noureddine
Benefield Adam
Bennett Don S
Bennett Doris Sommers
Bennett Calvin L
Benson Jeremy Lebron
Best Eric M.
Bevis Mary Daniell
Biddy Janie Leanne
Blackburn Belinda K
Blackwell David Ward
Bodiford Kenneth Glenn
Boggs Robbie Baughn
Bohannon Deanna S
Boland Julie Ann
Bonds Gregory B
Bonds Nancy L
Bonds Dana Patterson
Bonds Elizabeth R
Bonds William Allen
Bonds Gary D
Boozer Benjamin B
Borrell Vickie
Bougere Marilyn Hardy
Boynton Michael John
Bragg Michael B
Bragg Coy S
Bragg Evelyn B
College of Nursing 
Library 
Football 
University Police 
Secondary Education 
Psychology and Philosophy
Bursar
Curriculum Instruction 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Learning Services 
Admissions Office 
Continuing Education 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
History and Foreign Languages 
Technology and Engineering 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
English
Finance Economics Accounting 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Music
Emergency Preparedness 
Library
Building Custodial Services 
Continuing Education 
Football 
Music
Family and Consumer Science 
Education and Professional Studies
Softball
Associate Athletic Director 
Building Custodial Services 
Controller 
Controller
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
O & M Dorms 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Building Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
Drama
Building Custodial Services 
O & M Dorms 
Inst for Research and Collaboration
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Bramblett Frankie D
Brandon Mark Andrew
Brasher Kimberly Sue
Brasher Eric Paul
Broom Tracy D
Broom John Keith
Broome Rodney L
Brown Sue
Brown William B
Brown Lakischa
Bruzek Jennifer
Bryant Amy L
Bryant Scarlet H
Bryant Marian Yvonne
Buchanan Paula R
Buerger Emily Tebbe
Burell Stacey Duhon
Burke Ralph A
Burnett Mark Steven
Burns Christy Lynn
Burrows Cathy Glover
Buttram Horace Dean
Buzan Deborah D
Byrne Peggy Jo
Cain Kimberly Ann
Cain Linda Louise
Calhoun Christie F
Callan Donna Elizabeth
Callender Jacqueline Rodriguez
Camp Cynthia Pell
Camp Mark A
Cantrell Alisha F
Cargill Roshard O
Carmichael Melonie Rashaw
Carter Robert E
Carter Michael Shawn
Carter Kathryn Annette
Case James William
Case Janice Lynn
Casey Chris A
Casey Tracy S
Casey Terry Wayne
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Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Music
Building Custodial Services 
University Recreation 
Compliance 
O & M Dorms 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Building Custodial Services 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Office of Student Financial Service 
Psychology and Philosophy 
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Office of Student Financial Service 
Management and Marketing 
Sports Medicine 
Bursar 
JSU Gadsden
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
English
History and Foreign Languages 
Criminal Justice 
Disability Support Services 
Residence Hall Rentals 
Building Custodial Services
Library
Curriculum Instruction 
Athletic Marketing 
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
Disability Support Services 
Educational Technology and Support
Library
University Recreation 
University Police 
Biology
Finance Economics Accounting 
Psychology and Philosophy
Baseball
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Educational Technology and Support 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Student Life
Cash Jeffrey Donald
Cash Amanda Clanton
Chandler Jerry Greer
Chandler Thomas Jeffrey
Chandler Theodore Ross
Chao Chi Chin
Charping Stacey Dawn
Chastain Tamara J
Cheatham Tina M
Cheatwood Christopher Lee
Christopher Cheryl J
Christopher Gena E
Christopher Morgan Lashay
Christopher Dustin O
Christopher Odell
Chukwuemeka Samuel 
Chumley Malissa Dawn
Clark Douglas B
Clark Louise J
Clark Mary Louise
Clark Bobby K
Clark Jefferson Terry
Clausen Jesse Ray
Clayton Ronnie Joe
Clements Rainer Haspel
Clements Lewis F
Cleveland Noah Trent
Cline George R
Cline Brenda Arlene
Cobb Delissa Timmons
Cochran Robin R
Cochran Robert L
Coger Kay Murphy
Coheley Daniel Scott
Coleman Shannon Larshae
Collier Delores E
Collins Myrtice J
Collum Taleah Hunt
Conner Nicholaus
Connor Cynthia
Conroy William Peter
Conroy Roxana S
Building Custodial Services
Bursar 
Communications 
Health and Physical Education 
Academic Computer Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science
Registrars Office 
Admissions Office 
Building Custodial Services 
Administrative Computing Systems 
Building Custodial Services 
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
Marketing Services 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Building Custodial Services
Art
Associate Dean CCBA 
Counseling Services 
Football 
International House 
Print Shop
Commerce and Business Admin 
College of Nursing 
Drama 
Library 
Biology
JSU Child Development Center
Controller 
Building Custodial Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Teacher Education Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Apartment Rentals 
Library 
Music
Finance Economics Accounting 
Building Custodial Services 
Curriculum Instruction 
Environ Policy and Info Center 
Psychology and Philosophy
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Cook Llewellyn Dawson
Cooper Barry S
Cooper Brittany Ann
Cooper Kimberly R
Corbin Patricia Jill
Cosper Sherry Denise
Cothran Misty Ann
Couch Tammy Lanette
Cowan James H
Cox Yolanda Y
Craven Kimberly
Crider Christie Leann
Cronan Gena Lynn
Crosson Jennifer Aubrey
Crow Polly A
Cruse Leslie Stinson
Crutchfield Shannon Elizabeth
Cunningham Brent J
DaParma Mark
Dasilva Denise Daniel
Daugherty Annette Brooks
Davenport Glenn A
Davis Michael D
Davis Randall C
Davis Denise June
Davis Christa Carmel
Dean Susan Ashley
Dean Ronald Lee
Deason Tatum V
Decker James T
Deering-Barrett Debra E
Deerman Sid W
Delap Melanie E
Delap Joe Gene
Dempsey Sabrina
Dempsey David Wayne
Dempsey Heidi Lee
Denson Shante C
Deshotels Tina Hebert
Devoe Michael Roy
Deweese Sherron B
Di Biase Carmine G
History and Foreign Languages
Inservice
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Music
Music
Arts and Sciences Academic Services 
Psychology and Philosophy 
Building Custodial Services 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Library 
College of Nursing 
Political Science and Public Admin 
Administrative Computing Systems 
Health and Physical Education
Inservice
Inservice
Marketing and Communications 
Management and Marketing 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Emergency Preparedness 
College of Nursing 
Academic Computer Services 
Compliance 
English 
Graduate Studies 
University Development 
English 
Mens Basketball 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Building Custodial Services
Library
Advancement Services 
Advancement Services 
Vice Provost & Dean of Graduate Stu 
Building Custodial Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Psychology and Philosophy 
Inst for Research and Collaboration
Sociology 
University Police 
College of Nursing 
English
Dial Ardie Jean
Dingler Martha Minshew
Dobbins Brenda
Dodd Jeffrey J
Donaldson Suzanne G
Donley Sarah B.
Drake Carrie Fay
Drube Courtney Alexandra
du Pont John Mark
Duckett Melissa Thomas
Duke Joseph Arnold
Duncan Vicky
Edenfield Crystal L
Edge Windon E
Ellis Paula Jean
Engley Elizabeth Anne
Estes Elizabeth Elaine
Etheredge Donna Tipton
Evans Janet L
Evans Jennifer Kay
Fang Anna Ai Jeng
Farmer Denita L
Fathi Kevin Heidar
Featherstone Michael D
Fielding William T
Findley Pamela L
Finley Angie Melissa
Finley Candace M
Fisher Christiane G
Ford Sandra F
Fortenberry Jennifer Anne
Foster Jennifer  Ferrell 
Fragoso Debrah D
Francia Guillermo A
Frank Jennifer Bell
Franklin Amy Paige
Frazier Gloria Jean
Freeland Wendy Anne
Frost Ronald D
Gaddy Tori Goode
Gaither Rickey Andrew
Galloway Lori Colette
Political Science and Public Admin 
Education and Professional Studies 
Building Custodial Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Educational Resources 
Sociology 
Tutoring Services 
Registrars Office 
Curriculum Instruction 
College of Nursing 
Library
Building Custodial Services 
Admissions Office 
College of Nursing 
Library
Curriculum Instruction 
Building Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
Athletic Director 
Controller 
SBDC Training 
Building Custodial Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Management and Marketing 
Commerce and Business Admin 
Director of Purchasing 
Public Relations 
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
Building Custodial Services 
Admissions Office 
Building Custodial Services
English
Library
Mathematical Computing Info Science
College of Nursing 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Family and Consumer Science
Music 
Rifle Team 
Registrars Office 
University Police 
Health and Physical Education
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Gamble Willa Jo
Gamble Valerie W
Gamble Terrence L
Gardner Ann Marie
Gardner Teresa J
Garland Bernard W
Garner Debra Lynn
Garner Carl Timothy
Garrett Addam Samuel
Garrett Aaron
Gates Joanne E
Gay Brian Richard
Gentry Nicholas Brennan
George Bernice Lee
Gibbs Jewel
Giddy Drolan S
Gidley Angie
Gilbert Allen W
Gilchrist Steven
Gillespie Lawrence C
Gladen Curtis L
Glass Regina R
Godbey Jessie Franklin
Goggans Madeline U
Golden Joshua Shane
Goodgame Catherine Reynolds
Goodwin Ona L
Gordon Douglas Lane
Gowens Polly Shirley
Graham Robert E.
Graham John-Bauer
Gramling Serena Diane
Grass John Clyde
Gravette Tony R
Gray Larry A
Green Angelia Michelle
Green Andrew
Green Catherine R
Green James Edward
Green James Ralph
Green Regina C
Greene Jane Wood
Building Custodial Services 
Curriculum Instruction 
Volleyball 
Building Custodial Services 
Curriculum Instruction 
Environ Policy and Info Center 
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
Marketing and Communications 
Continuing Education 
Mathematical Computing Info Science
English 
University Police 
Football
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Building Custodial Services 
University Police 
Building Custodial Services 
Health and Physical Education 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Music 
Learning Services 
Educational Technology and Support 
Technology and Engineering 
English Language Institute 
Center for Applied Forensics 
Disability Support Services 
Building Custodial Services
Music 
Library 
Drama 
Library 
College of Nursing 
Football 
Library 
English
Academic Advisement 
Admissions Office 
Inservice 
Mens Basketball 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Registrars Office 
Art
Gregg Karen B
Gregg Kelly Dale
Griffin Kay H
Griffin April Celeste
Griffis Melanie
Grimes Joseph Dwight
Grissom Kenneth Ray
Gross Jennifer L
Grusczynski Neal Albert
Gryko Jan
Gulledge Elizabeth
Guyden-Stubbs  Shelia 
Haas Rachel Claire  Coleman
Hall Brandon J
Hallford Gavin W
Hamby Rodney Lee
Hamissou Mijitaba
Hammett John Bernard
Hammett Tonna M
Handley Wallace Lee
Haney Walter Chris
Hanvey Ashlee Faith
Harding H.J. Pitt
Hardy Benjamin Andrew
Harper Rosemary Kittrell
Harrelson Donny S
Harris Wendell Eugene
Harrison Judith Baxley
Harvey Valene Singleton
Hathaway Paul Lamar
Hathcock Mike
Haynes Jeannie D
Haynie Melissa
Heard Eathan R
Hearn W Mark
Heathcock Laurie Ann
Hedrick Jeffrey B
Heller Alexandra C
Helms Kimberly D
Helms Andrew Brent
Henning Arland B
Henricks Karen I
Associate Dean Arts and Sciences 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Athletic Director 
Office of Student Financial Service
Inservice 
SBDC Training 
SBDC Training 
History and Foreign Languages 
Womens Golf 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
College of Nursing 
Building Custodial Services 
Associate Dean CCBA 
Football 
Sports Medicine 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Biology
Education and Professional Studies 
International House 
O and M Administrative 
Criminal Justice 
Graduate Studies 
English
Finance Economics Accounting 
Vice Provost & Dean of Graduate Stu 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Mens Basketball 
Human Resources 
Associate Dean Arts and Sciences 
Political Science and Public Admin 
Television Services 
Provost & VPASA 
Building Custodial Services 
University Police 
Management and Marketing
Library 
Communications 
Womens Basketball 
College of Nursing 
Physical and Earth Sciences
Library
Art
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Henson Alisha Renee
Hicklen Rebecca Ann
Higgins Kenneth Andrew
Higgins Betty Wade
Hightower Carrie E
Hilber                   Celia Billescas
Hill Lori Jones
Hill Kory Jon
Hill Miriam H
Hobbs Twyla Wells
Hobbs James T
Hodge Charity Delane
Holstein Harry Oliver
Holt Brenda Lee
Homesley Charlotte Johanna
Hood Tara Roper
Hood Deborah Ann
Hooie Jeffrey G
Hopwood Mark
Horne Christopher
Hosmer Chris D
Hoult Kevin J
Houston Vinson L
Howell Charles F
Hudson Antionette
Hug William Joseph
Hughes Cory L
Hulsey Kari Lynn
Hulsey Tony Dee
Humphrey Joseph Wayne
Hunt Denise A
Hunter Blake Landen
Hurst Susan McClung
Hutchinson Sharee Charon
 Ihator Augustine
Ingalsbe Dana Lynn
Ingram Joan E
Inman Christopher Thomas
Islam Tanveerul
Ivey Jennifer Rose
James Debra Moody
Jarvis Matthew Wayne
Library 
College of Nursing 
Academic Computer Services 
Administrative Computing Systems 
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
Curriculum Instruction 
College of Nursing 
Health and Physical Education 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Institutional Support Services
Mens Golf
Office of Planning and Research 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
University Development 
Residence Life 
Inservice 
JSU Gadsden 
Center For Economic Development 
Center for Applied Forensics 
O & M Dorms 
Music 
Residence Life 
VP Information Technology 
Building Custodial Services 
History and Foreign Languages
English
University Recreation 
Building Custodial Services 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Controller
Office of Planning and Research
English
Associate VP Student Affairs 
Communications 
Technology and Engineering
Biology
Educational Technology and Support 
Emergency Preparedness 
Drama 
Learning Services 
Art
Jeffers Cynthia G
Jensen Cynthia Gunter
Jensen James Mitchell
Johns Kyoko Maeno
Johnson Bobby Neil
Johnson Kristin Bright
Johnson Angela Dawn
Johnson Becky Lynn
Johnson Jennifer Michelle
Johnson William Wesley
Johnson Tamatha Arnette
Johnson Katherine Cain
Johnson Kay Smith
Johnston Lola Marie
Jones John H
Jones Mark A
Jordan Brittany Nicole
Joubran Barbara Daniel
Jumper Pamela Adderhold
Kaler Shelley Dale
Kania Richard R.E.
Kaszeta Benjamin E
Keasler Sharon S
Keith Leigh A
Kell Jonathan B
Kennedy Sherry L
Key Shana Lynn
Kiker Shelia A
Kilgo Rhonda Wilks
Killen Tammy Lou
Killingsworth  Kristina I
Killingsworth Don C
Kim Changhyun
Kim Jaedeok
Kim Kihyun
Kim Youngmi
Kimberly Barbara A
Kines Stephen Paul
King Timothy B
King Nina Marrs
King Teresa N
Kirk Carrie Ann
English Language Institute 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Curriculum Instruction 
Academic Computer Services 
Administrative Computing Systems 
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
English 
Inservice 
Career Services 
English
University Recreation 
Admissions Office 
Building Custodial Services 
Health and Physical Education 
Admissions Office 
Criminal Justice 
Volleyball 
Building Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Building Custodial Services 
Director of Purchasing 
Secondary Education 
College of Nursing 
College of Nursing 
Government Relations 
Management and Marketing 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Building Custodial Services 
Television Services 
Associate VP Student Affairs 
Curriculum Instruction 
Library 
Learning Services
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Kiser Jerry D
Kiser William Alton
Klug Mary Bach
Knight Elizabeth Suther
Knight Amie Hughes
Koerper Phillip
Korn Brian P
Kornegay Carol Lynette
Koss Ronald G
Kostova Raina
Krebs Katerri
Krejci D T
Krishnaprasad  S 
Kushma Jane A
Lacsamana Christopher V
Lafferty Bryce
Lambert David Duane
Landry Robert J
Lane Penny M
Langley Matthew S
Latham Bethany M
Latham Steve
Lauderbaugh  George M
Law Amber N
Law Tyler Ashley
Lawson Emily Denise
Leathrum Thomas E
Lee Eric C
Lee Jihye
Lemmons Russel Williams
Lester Sharon Maria
Lester William L
Lett Edwin Galen
Levi Tamara Jo
Lewis David Graham
Lewis Charles Raymond
Light Lisa Renee
Lindsey Tony E
Lipscomb Jonathan Christopher
Lockett Carlette P.
Lockette Buffy Lenese
Logan Christopher M
Educational Resources 
Educational Resources 
Management and Marketing
Library 
Residence Life 
History and Foreign Languages 
Mens Cross Country 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
History and Foreign Languages
English
English
Political Science and Public Admin 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Emergency Preparedness 
Sports Medicine 
Art 
Music
Finance Economics Accounting 
Instructional Services Unit 
University Police 
Library
Photographic Services 
History and Foreign Languages 
College of Nursing 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Building Custodial Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science
Inservice
Management and Marketing 
History and Foreign Languages 
Building Custodial Services 
Political Science and Public Admin 
Athletic Marketing 
History and Foreign Languages 
VP Information Technology 
VP University Advancement 
Education and Professional Studies 
Building Custodial Services 
O  and M Other Services 
Sociology 
Public Relations 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Logsdon John Anthony
Lowe William A
Lowe Stephen Keith
Lowe Joshua F
Lynch Sandra J
Lyon Brooke Bell
Ma Tienhan
Macdonald Neil
Mactaggart Timothy P
Maddox Wanda P
Maddox Julia Tierce
Maddox Terry S
Maddox Brandon W
Maloney Joy W
Mann  S t a c e y  C.
Mann                    Brian                      Christopher
Marker Michael B
Marsh Jill Fouts
Marshall Diane L
Martinez Alexandra
Mashburn Blake Miles
Mashburn Jason M
Matthews Kathy Ann
Matthews Mark D
Mayberry Jessica Lagena
Mayfield Edgar Hilliard
McCarty Cynthia S
McCauley Leonard A.
McCay Kayla Marie
McClellan Steven A
McClide LeMarques
McCord Timothy John
McCormick Brian W
McCormick Jan T
McCullars Jennifer Lea
McCutchen Thomas Wendell
McDivitt Heather Black
McElroy Allison
McFall Lori Turner
McFall Matthew S
McFry Kevin D
McFry Michael J
Music
Emergency Preparedness 
Finance Economics Accounting 
O  and M Maintenance and Operations
Music 
Residence Life 
Office of Planning and Research
Soccer 
Womens Tennis 
Building Custodial Services 
Graduate Studies 
Inservice
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
English
Emergency Preparedness 
University Police 
Management and Marketing 
Family and Consumer Science 
Human Resources 
History and Foreign Languages 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Technology and Engineering 
Telecommunications 
English
Management and Marketing 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Counseling Services 
Compliance 
Print Shop 
Residence Hall Rentals 
Telecommunications 
Building Custodial Services
Library
Inst for Research and Collaboration
Music
Mathematical Computing Info Science
Art
Athletic Director 
Telecommunications 
Controller 
O and M Utilities
Center for Applied Forensics
Biology
Baseball
Teacher Education Services 
Physical and Earth Sciences
English
Administrative Computing Systems 
Continuing Education 
University Development 
College of Nursing 
English 
Music 
Bursar
VP Information Technology 
Management and Marketing 
Office of Planning and Research
Film Initiative 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Counseling Services
Office of Student Financial Service
Library
Administrative Computing Systems
Music 
Alumni Relations 
Football 
English 
Library 
Telecommunications 
Health and Physical Education 
Arts and Sciences Academic Services 
Curriculum Instruction 
History and Foreign Languages 
University Police 
Little River Canyon 
Management and Marketing 
Psychology and Philosophy 
Athletic Marketing 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Educational Resources 
College of Nursing 
Drama
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McGahey James Todd
McGhee Pamela S
McGinnis Jana Bright
McGrail John Patrick
McInnis Allison R
McKay John Mitchell
McKerchar Todd L
McLaughlin Sherry
McNeal Rebecca Frances
McNeeley Ellen Margaret
Meade Mark E
Measles Brenda G
Measles Roger A
Mecham Mica
Mederos Freddy
Meehan William Arthur
Mellen Nancy Bird
Mellen Ronald R
Mikel Bobby Douglas
Milam Krystal Vincent
Miles Sarah Cusimano
Miller Lee Luckenbach
Miller S t e p h a n i e  Davis
Miller Jasmine Ashley
Mills Barry A
Mitchell Linda Annette
Mize Linda Kay
Mize Tabitha M
Moersch Sarah E
Monk  S a m u e l  H
Moore Martha A
Moore Janet Cain
Morgan Joseph Scott
Morgan Tiffany A
Morgan James Tommy
Morgan Larry Joe
Morgan Stephanie G
Morris Betty J
Morrison Renee Simmons
Morrow Tammy Lynn
Morrow Sarah Elizabeth
Moseley Lu A
Educational Resources 
Associate Dean CCBA 
Softball 
Communications 
Residence Hall Rentals 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Psychology and Philosophy
Bursar
Building Custodial Services 
International House 
Biology
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services
English 
Little River Canyon 
President 
Criminal Justice 
Criminal Justice 
Television Services 
Inservice 
Art
Marketing and Communications 
Office of Student Financial Service 
Tutoring Services 
O and M Utilities 
Secondary Education 
Building Custodial Services 
Communications 
English 
University Counsel 
Social Work Program 
Student Athlete Academic Advisement
Criminal Justice 
Environ Policy and Info Center
Inservice
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Television Services 
Educational Resources 
Environ Policy and Info Center 
College of Nursing 
University Police 
VP Administrative and Business
Motes Garmon Raena Leigh
Murdock Christopher Alan
Murphree Michael
Murray Kelly Ann
Mwebi Nixon Ogendi
Myer David H
Nabors Greg Wilson
Nabors Cynthia Lynne
Nash William Norris
Nelson Patricia Tebo
Nelson Elizabeth Foster
Nevala Andrew
New Tonya Deanne
Newsome Gerald C
Newton Stan
Newton Allison L
Nichols Jeffrey R
Nichols Alfred Carraway
Nix Julie Tolbert
Noah Rhonda J
Nuttall Harry D
O'Donnell Marilyn S
Oft Eryn V
Ogle Kaci Smith
Ogle James M
O'Keefe Douglas
Onkst Tiffany L
Orman Alesha Lathers
Overton Reginald F
Owens Lori J
Owens Lynetta Ardaria
Pacheco Eduardo
Page Demetria M
Palmer Anna Lindsey
Palmer David William
Palya William Lee
Parris Michael V
Parris Ashley A
Parris James Craig
Paynter Kelly L
Pearce Allison Byrd
Peck Ellen M
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Peinhardt Rebecca D
Penny Norma Jean
Peppers-Owen  Courtney Shay
Perander Janet Lee
Perkins Deborah Ann
Perkins Jerry Allen
Perygin Donna
Phillips Joe Douglas
Phillips Tracy
Pietri Wayne R
Plotnick Linda Small
Pollard Karen Elliott
Ponder Sean D
Pope Pamela Rogers
Poplin Margaret E
Porter Judy L
Porter Andrea J
Presson Kimberly P
Preuninger Carl Theodore
Price Caroline Lea
Prickett Anita Kay Williams
Prickett Linda S
Prickett Deborah Watson
Prince Daniel Kyle
Pritchard Peggy P
Probst Christopher D
Prudlo Donald S
Pruitt Laura H
Pugliese Jean Marie
Pugliese Lisa Lee
Quarles Dorothy G
Rains Andrea Martin
Rainwater Lenn H
Ray Misty Cassell
Ray Steven Scott
Rayburn James R
Reaves Jerry Oneal
Reed Teresa P
Renfroe J Alan
Richard Donyale Valtae
Richards Gretchen Marie
Richey Pamela Renita
College of Nursing 
Counseling Services 
Learning Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
University Police 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Building Custodial Services 
Visitor Center 
Womens Basketball 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
O and M Administrative 
Academic Computer Services 
Finance Economics Accounting
Art
Center For Economic Development
English
Office of Planning and Research 
University Police 
Drama 
College of Nursing 
College of Nursing 
English
Inst for Research and Collaboration 
College of Nursing 
Music
History and Foreign Languages
Controller 
Graduate Studies 
Social Work Program 
VP University Advancement 
Health and Physical Education 
Management and Marketing 
Compliance 
Womens Cross Country 
Biology
Mathematical Computing Info Science
English 
Alumni Relations 
University Police 
Emergency Preparedness 
Building Custodial Services
Rickson Christi Boldin
Rider Erin L
Ridgeway Allan B
Riley Richard B
Riley Keith
Rimpsey Valerie M
Roberts Tawana
Roberts Kelly S
Roberts William T
Roberts Shelley
Roberts Brandy Nicole
Roberts Jeffrey Allen
Roberts Greg P
Robertson Shannon E
Robinson Katie Kilgore
Robinson Peter
Romans Brandon Kenneth
Romine Sandra K
Romine Rebecca Jean
Roosevelt Rose L
Roper Suiko M
Roper Kelly B
Roper Ashley D
Rose Cathy L
Rosier John M
Ross Jeremy A
Runnells Jamie
Russaw KaSandra
Russell Jeremiah
Rutledge Ricky Lynn
Ryan Kelly W
Saeki Manabu
Sallee Tammy Weems
Sallee Tiffany Denean
Salter Tracy Samone
Sanders Danny M
Sandlin John R
Sasser Tanya Trammell
Sauterer Roger Alan
Savage Jennifer Jackson
Schaffer Robert J
Schmidt Bill H
Education and Professional Studies
Sociology
Academic Computer Services 
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Telecommunications 
English 
Career Services 
Commerce and Business Admin 
Family and Consumer Science
Inservice
Mathematical Computing Info Science
O & M Apartments 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Psychology and Philosophy 
College of Nursing 
History and Foreign Languages
Baseball
Building Custodial Services 
Tutoring Services 
Building Custodial Services
Biology 
Inservice 
University Police 
Provost & VPASA 
Office of Planning and Research
Sociology
Art
Human Resources 
Political Science and Public Admin
Sports Medicine 
Teacher Education Services 
Political Science and Public Admin 
Advancement Services 
English Language Institute 
Building Custodial Services 
Academic Computer Services
Football 
English 
Biology 
Social Work Program 
University Police 
Finance Economics Accounting
Media Relations 
Inservice 
College of Nursing 
Inst for Research and Collaboration
Media Relations 
Center For Economic Development
English
Physical and Earth Sciences
Inservice
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Mens Basketball 
Compliance 
Print Shop 
College of Nursing 
Counseling Services 
Inservice 
Arts and Sciences 
Office of Planning and Research 
University Police 
Art
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Conferences and Support Operations 
Academic Computer Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Criminal Justice 
Football 
Graduate Studies 
Marketing Services 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Residence Hall Rentals 
Residence Life 
Student Life 
University Police 
History and Foreign Languages 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Social Work Program 
Learning Services 
Building Custodial Services
Emergency Preparedness 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Conferences and Support Operations 
Administrative Computing Systems 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Curriculum Instruction 
Communications 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Building Custodial Services 
Controller 
Library
Administrative Computing Systems 
Family and Consumer Science 
Building Custodial Services
Music
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Social Work Program 
President 
Music 
Music
Admissions Office 
Technology and Engineering 
University Police 
Academic Computer Services 
Center For Economic Development 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Soccer
Library
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Internal Audit 
Library
Office of Student Financial Service
Student Life 
Building Custodial Services
Library 
Admissions Office 
Internal Audit 
Management and Marketing 
Television Services 
O and M Administrative
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Schmidt Anthony J
Scogin Jason Zack
Scroggin Karen
Seales Sarah Lenaghan
Seitz Gregory K
Self David Michael
Sellers Susan Smith
Sewastynowicz  James 
Shaddix Sherry Lynn
Shadrick Gregory Thomas
Sharp Reginald O
Shaw Sunsea Array
Shears Joel Keith
Shelton Christie W
Shelton Linda G
Sides Janis P
Sikes Marva J
Simmons Alicia
Singleton Brandon L
Skinner Jauneth
Smart Phillip Brian
Smiley Tyrone M
Smith Paula G
Smith Martha J
Smith Thelma Lee
Smith Kristi F
Smith Larry Darnell
Smith Kelly W
Smith Mary B
Smith Daniel E
Smith Edwin H
Smith Wayland L
Smith Travis E
Smith Rochelle De'Bora
Smith Kristen Hope
Smith Buddy Larry
Smukalla Ailsa Dawn
Sneed Cynthia Ann
Sneed John Edward
Snider Robin V
Snyder Amanda Michael
Spears Lynda
Spivey Lora B
Spoon Kevin Scott
Stahl Wanda Annette
Stancil Shaun David
Staples Julie Ann
Staubs Melinda Odom
Stedham Michael E
Steffy David Allen
Stephens Heather Leah
Stephenson Lori A
Stevens Kimberly W
Steward Brandon J
Steward Melanie Lynn
Steward James Michael
Steward Janet Gail
Steward Robert Mark
Steward Russell Dane
Stewart Nancy Francisco
Stinson Pamela B
Stovall Jeremy Lee
Stricklin Teresa Cheatha
Stuart Leah Martin
Sult Teje H
Sumner Jason Andrew
Surrett Jimmy R
Swafford Jennifer Green
Swenson Arnold Lee
Swift Andrew Thomas
Tang Yingqi
Taylor Brittney LeAnn
Taylor Rachel
Taylor Sharon M
Taylor Douglas M
Taylor Bonnie Kate
Taylor Debbie Elaine
Terry Amanda Deaver
Third Zachery Castle
Thomas Lauren Scott
Thomas Janice L
Thomas James Lewis
Thomas John K
Thompson David B
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Thompson David B
Thornburg Gena Wills
Thornburg Roland A
Thornton Chelsea K
Tierce Seazon K
Tolley-Jordan Lori 
Toney Venita B
Torruella Sylvia P
Torruella Charles S
Townsel Kim Holdbrooks
Trainer Michael Madison
Trammell Vicki Renee
Trantham Amber Lane
Trifas Monica
Trifas Petrica
Triplett Jimmy Keith
Troncale Jennifer
Trussell Tina D
Trussell Billy Lee
Tseng Hung Wei
Tsikalas Stephen
Tubbs Cynthia A
Tucker Donna Eubanks
Turley Falynn Cartmill
Turner Nancy Lynn
Turner Rebecca Elaine
Turner Tommy E
Turner Montia D
Turner Angela Michelle
Turner Rebecca O
Uesry Daphane R
Uesry Ester F
Underwood Joshua M
Van Slyke Jeffrey M
Vann  C harlcie Pettway
Vanover Windy K
VanSandt LaRilda Ann
Vaughn Amy Alisa
Veasley Louise
Vice Candice Wells
Vinson Timothy E
Wade James E
O  and M Administrative 
Curriculum Instruction 
Health and Physical Education 
Registrars Office 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance
Biology
VP Information Technology 
Admissions Office 
Print Shop 
Family and Consumer Science 
Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance 
Teacher Education Services
Inservice
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Mathematical Computing Info Science
Biology
Curriculum Instruction 
Bursar
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Educational Technology and Support 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
College of Nursing 
Office of Student Financial Service 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Alumni Relations 
Career Services 
Education and Professional Studies 
Office of Student Financial Service
President 
Provost & VPASA 
Academic Computer Services 
Building Custodial Services 
Media Relations 
Emergency Preparedness 
Library
Building Custodial Services 
Graduate Studies 
Commerce and Business Admin 
Building Custodial Services 
Residence Life 
O and M Other Services 
Arts and Sciences
Wade Kathryn Amanda
Wagner Cyrus Edward
Waits Phyllis B
Walker Brenda Joyce
Walker Laura Pruitt
Walker April Dawn
Walker Michael S
Wallace G Alan
Wallace David L
Wallace Melanie
Walsh Eamonn Joseph
Wang Hanrong
Ward Brett Mitchell
Warmley Altherias
Warren William Earl
Washington Unice Kenkande
Watkins Richard M
Watkins Mary Garrett
Webb Sheila Anne
Weddington Vanessa Joan
Weinkauf Laura M
Weldon Martin H
Whaley Frankie T
Whetstone Angela W
Whitaker Marcia Jones
White Thomas D
White Steven Scott
White Audria A
White J Steve
White Douglas
White Emily Horsfield
White Ted Allen
Whitmore Janet L
Whitmore Joe Lee
Whittemore Timothy David
Whitton Steven Jay
Whorton Kimberley J
Wiggins Susan R
Wight Nathan Newell
Wilkinson Kathy
Williamon Sean
Williams Lisa M
Registrars Office 
Inservice 
College of Nursing 
Building Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
English 
Library
Administrative Computing Systems 
Building Custodial Services 
Educational Resources 
Educational Technology and Support
Library
O and M Maintenance and Operations
Womens Basketball 
University Development 
University Recreation 
Biology 
Controller 
Secondary Education 
Building Custodial Services 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Office of Student Financial Service 
Building Custodial Services 
Advancement Services 
JSU McClellan 
Telecommunications 
Little River Canyon 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Mathematical Computing Info Science 
Physical and Earth Sciences 
Registrars Office 
Television Services 
Honors Program 
Institutional Support Services 
Instructional Services Unit
English
Social Work Program 
Library 
Music
Building Custodial Services 
English Language Institute 
Associate Dean Arts and Sciences
Williams Blaire Nicole
Williams Brandy L
Williams Tonya Morgan
Williams Katelyn Nicole
Williams Nicholas
Williams Richard Dale
Williams Donnie R
Williams Jacqueline Trask
Williamson Martha Faye
Williamson Myrna Milwee
Willingham Carla Lindsey
Wilmes Jennifer P
Wilson Priscilla Gann
Wilson Garland Jamiel
Wilson David Todd
Wilson Calvin Elijah
Windle Tracy Meredith
Wise Eric
Wisener Mark D
Wood Jennifer
Wood Dylan Jason
Woodard Ramona Rose
Woodward James Charles
Wooster Julia Francis
Wudarczyk Alice Whitten
Yarbrough Robin Miles
Yi Xiang
Yocum Jennifer D
Yost Linda K
Young Candice Lenaye
Young Brenda Ann
Young William Vernon
Zanzig Jeffrey Scott
Zenanko Carl Michael
Building Custodial Services 
Building Custodial Services
Bursar 
English 
Football 
O & M Apartments 
O and M Other Services 
Social Work Program 
Building Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
College of Nursing 
Sports Medicine 
Educational Resources 
Mens Basketball 
Student Athlete Academic Advisement
University Police 
Secondary Education 
Womens Basketball 
Softball 
Admissions Office 
O and M Maintenance and Operations 
Building Custodial Services
Music 
English 
Bursar 
Controller 
Management and Marketing 
Disability Support Services 
English Language Institute 
Apartment Rentals 
Arts and Sciences 
Educational Resources 
Finance Economics Accounting 
Instructional Services Unit
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Faculty Awards
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From left to right:
Katie Scotts 
(Young Alumna)
Dr. Rhonda Kilgo 
(Outstanding Faculty 
of the year)
Ken Howell 
(Alumnus of the 
Year)
Darren Douthitt 
(Alumni Association 
President)
Dr. Joe Brindley 
Blount County 
Chapter President
Dr. Niyah Simpson 
Griffin
(Alumna of the Year)
Col. Barry Graham 
(Military Alumnus of 
the Year)
Graduates
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GRADUATES
ALABAMA
BLOUNT JEFFERSON
Blountsville: Stephanie Larue Birmingham: Cle Asha Burks; James Walsh
Clay: Andrew Dotson
CALHOUN Hoover: Stacey Jenkins
Anniston: Yong Castillo; Tiffany Davis; Lisa Hutto;
Ashley Siskey LAMAR
Jacksonville: Somer Medley; Karen Veasey Vernon: Joseph Thornton
Oxford: Allie Bobo; Kelly Whaley
Piedmont: Kenneth Grissom LAWRENCE
Weaver: Kevin Wilson Moulton: Sallie Burch
CHEROKEE LEE
Spring Garden: Matthew Mccurdy Opelika: Anthony Mckissic Sr.; Paige Wetzel
CHILTON LIMESTONE
Thorsby: Van Clements Athens: Amy Springer
CLAY MARSHALL
Ashland: Sandra Crawford; Megan Hale Albertville: Rachel Haase; Brian Sauls
Guntersville: Jayne Lampley
COOSA
Rockford: Catherine Coleman MORGAN
Falkville: Christy Ferguson
CULLMAN
Cullman: Laura Mayo ST. CLAIR
Holly Pond: Gregory Nail Ashville: Elizabeth Sorrell
DEKALB TALLADEGA
Crossville: Teresa Matthews; Laura Smith Oxford: Susan Robertson
Altoona: Karla Mcarthur Sylacauga: Adam Fielding
Attalla: Jackie Rogers Talladega: Bruce Beasley; Kristie Hardy; Ivy
Gadsden: Samuel Couch; Micah Garner; Ashleigh Patterson
Goggins; Debra James; Clint Stanley
Glencoe: Stacey Gray TUSCALOOSA
Hokes Bluff: Candace Phillips Tuscaloosa: Kacie Meyer
ETOWAH
Southside: Kendra Johnson CALIFORNIA
GENEVA IMPERIAL
 Slocomb: Charles Sunday Imperial: Kenneth Herbert
LOS ANGELES IN D IA N A
Los Angeles: Eric Dunn
HENDRICKS 
Avon: Austen Stoelting
COLORADO
FREMONT LOUISIANA
Canon City: Holly Kleven
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH 
Baton Rouge: Kellie Eubanks
GEORGIA
CARROLL MASSACHUSETTS
Douglasville: Alaina Abney
ARROSTOOK
CATOOSA Easton: Nathan Hamlet
Ringgold: Andrew Arbuckle
COBB NEW JERSEY
Kennesaw: Karen Schreiber
Marietta: Nicholas Adams; Lisa Waldrep ESSEX
Montclair: Eric Osborne
COWETA
Newnan: Jenny Raspberry; Amber Strickland
DOUGLAS NEW YORK
Douglasville: Ashley Stiegler KINGS
Winston: Zackary Graham     Brooklyn: Lamont Robinson
FLOYD
Rome: James Edenfield
TENNESSEE
HENRY
McDonough: Johnnie Stafford LEXINGTON
Antioch: Freddricka Embry
MCDUFFIE
Thomson: Christopher Thigpen
TEXAS
RICHMOND
Augusta: Christopher Lamb NUECES
Bishop: Patricia Norman
SCREVEN
Sylvania: Austin Osment
ILLINOIS
MACON
Decatur: Evan Romack
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Summer Graduation
UNDERGRADUATES
ALABAMA
AUTAUGA
Prattville: Miranda Bicknell; Megan Brown; Lydia 
Shipman
BALDWIN
Orange Beach: Melissa Posey 
BLOUNT
Blountsville: Stephanie Fowler 
Hayden: Amy James, Special Honors In Nursing; 
Alix Moore, Magna Cum Laude, Special Honors 
In Nursing
Oneonta: Hallie Creech; Elizabeth Helms; Lauren 
Hitt; Jessica Polk
Springville: Ashley Donald, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Nursing
BULLOCK
Union Springs: Kristen Crawford 
CALHOUN
Alexandria: Mary Brittain, Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Communication; Haley Dunston, Spe­
cial Honors In Marketing; Scarlet Goss; Joshua 
Haynes, Cum Laude, Special Honors In Exercise 
Science And Wellness; Shelby Truitt 
Anniston: Kyle Bradshaw, Special Honors In 
Exercise Science And Wellness; Ginny Conaway; 
Vernitra Dobbins; Steven Gardner, Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Chemistry; Donna Howie; By­
ron Jackson; Lindsey Kilgore; Jeffrey Miles; James 
Miller; Stephen Newbern; Brenton Tolson 
Eastaboga: Erin Criner; Jordan Phillips 
Jacksonville: Sara Adams; Stacy Adams; Yaasa- 
meen Al-Hamdani; Jessica Allen, Special Honors 
In Family And Consumer Sciences; Marsha Brock, 
Cum Laude, Special Honors In Social Work; Kel­
ley Conner; Brittany Davis, Cum Laude; Morgan 
Drummond, Cum Laude, Special Honors In Biol­
ogy; Allison Harsch; Elizabeth Meneses; Daniel 
Milner; Martieka Montgomery; Daniel Plotnick; 
Morgan Raven, Cum Laude, Special Honors In 
Biology; Brandi Scott, Special Honors In Social 
Work; Emilee Smith, Cum Laude, Special Hon­
ors In Family And Consumer Sciences; Madison 
Staton; Adam Wilson
Ohatchee: Kristin Teague 
Oxford: Amanda Babcock; Timothy Clark; Han­
nah Coffman; Kimberly Cox; Kirstie Gilmore; 
Stephanie Hulsey; Lauren Hunter; Jeremy Leshko, 
Magna Cum Laude, Special Honors In Computer 
Science; Miranda Luker; Tylan Martin; Sharika 
Mcgrue; Dalton Murphy; Erin Murphy, Special 
Honors In Nursing; Daulton Painter; Jessica Platt; 
James Sparks; Kelly Spivey; Laura Spurlin; Shelby 
Wade
Piedmont: Mark Formby; Lauryn Goss, Magna 
Cum Laude, Special Honors In Nursing; Jimmy 
Lee, Magna Cum Laude, Special Honors In Gen­
eral Science; Brittany Smith 
Weaver: Chelsea Lloyd, Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Economics
CHAMBERS
Lanett: Brandon Goss
Valley: Anthony Caldwell
CHEROKEE
Cedar Bluff: Kimberly Sweet 
Centre: Trinity Davis
Centre: Cassidy Dorsett; Samuel Griggs, Special 
Honors In Social Work; Samantha Knight, Cum 
Laude, Special Honors In Marketing; Robert 
Young, Magna Cum Laude, Special Honors In 
Biology
Sand Rock: Lauren Loveless, Cum Laude, Special
Honors In Nursing
Spring Garden: Ethan Black
CHILTON
Clanton: Christina Allen, Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Nursing
Maplesville: Morgan Atchison, Cum Laude, Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing 
Stanton: Julie Ousley
CLEBURNE
Fruithurst: Alisha Roberts 
Heflin: Kalie Bible; Elijah Murphy 
Muscadine: Julie Brown 
Ranburne: Megan Haynes
COFFEE
Elba: Kristen Rockenfelder, Special Honors In 
Nursing
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CULLMAN
Baileyton: Amanda Bullard, Summa Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Nursing 
Cullman: Brittany Freeman; Naomi White 
Vinemont: Georgia Barnett
DALE
Skipperville: Cara Snyder, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Nursing
DEKALB
Crossville: Jacob Nabors
Fort Payne: Laura Babb; Derek Day; Joey
Whisenant
Fyffe: Timothy Burch
Geraldine: William Monroe
Rainsville: Taylor Slay; Ellen Williams
Sylvania: Jordan Jackson
ELMORE
Tallassee: Kevin Ward 
ESCAMBIA
Brewton: Brittney Campbell 
ETOWAH
Altoona: Elizabeth Jones 
Attalla: Sylvia New, Special Honors In Social 
Work; Oscar Pulido; Jennifer Works 
Boaz: Donald Mccormick 
Gadsden: Kesha Barker, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Social Work; Kaylie Boatfield; 
Emily Borden; Daryl Douthard; Maxwell Hicks; 
Marilyn Higdon; Bradley Mcguire; Jennifer Mon­
dine; Caleb Morris; Jean Pyron; Jerry Richards; 
Chad Sharp; Brian Short; Toshiko Sims; Christy 
Smith; Michael Wallace, Special Honors In Ex­
ercise Science And Wellness; Spencer Wallace; 
Steven Williams
Glencoe: Joshua Brown; Melisa Saccucci; Tiffany 
Teal
Hokes Bluff: Leslie Guest; Destin Mince; Samuel 
Roe, Special Honors In Early Childhood And El­
ementary Education; Rachel Smith, Summa Cum 
Laude, Special Honors In Finance; Logan Usry, 
Magna Cum Laude, Special Honors In Exercise 
Science And Wellness 
Piedmont: Natasha Day 
Rainbow City: Jesse Hardeman; April Owens; 
Jessica Ramsey
Sardis City: Katherine Campbell 
Southside: Jared Nelson; Cameron Watson
FAYETTE
Fayette: Sonya Adams 
GENEVA
Geneva: Lacey Beard 
Hartford: Joterian Johnson
GREENE
Boligee: Maurice Ghoston 
HENRY
Abbeville: John Money, Special Honors In Nurs­
ing
Ellenwood: Kamaria King, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Elementary And Collaborative 
Education
HOUSTON
Dothan: Amy Butler, Cum Laude, Special Honors 
In Nursing; Lindsey Dahlquist, Cum Laude, Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing; Emily Owens; Mary Rings
JACKSON
Dutton: Tristan Cornelison, Special Honors In 
Social Work 
Henagar: Shainah Peek 
Scottsboro: Margaret Shelton
JEFFERSON
Adamsville: Shannon Haskett, Cum Laude, Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing; Deanna Morgan, Magna 
Cum Laude, Special Honors In Nursing 
Bessemer: Jamiese Bailey 
Birmingham: Roy Chambers; Terrell Colvin; 
Christopher Cooper, Cum Laude, Special Honors 
In Nursing; Melanie Hailey; Yvette Hill; Ladar­
rius Hutcherson; Myah Knight; Loretta Miller; 
De'mond Moore; Icy Moton-Hale, Special Hon­
ors In Nursing; Cameron Nichols, Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Nursing; Leslie Norton, Special 
Honors In Nursing; Jonathan Pleasant; Tamika 
Roberson; Justian Staton; Ladarius Williams 
Dora: Melissa Cox, Special Honors In Nursing 
Fairfield: Maria Childs 
Helena: Shannon Kemp 
Hoover: Kendra Pruitt; Mark Smitherman 
Leeds: Fernesha Mcconico, Special Honors In 
Family And Consumer Sciences 
Pinson: Sara Alexander; Jessica Graham, Magna 
Cum Laude, Special Honors In Communication; 
Kaysie Lamb
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Trussville: Charles Hart; Brigitte Vola 
LEE
Smiths: Shae Rasmus 
Opelika: Marcus Cook
LIMESTONE
Athens: William Johnson 
MADISON
Huntsville: Lindsey Cochran, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Criminal Justice; Crystal Jack- 
son; Angela Marino, Summa Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Communication; Riddhi Patel, Special 
Honors In Nursing; Amberlee Roberts; Kurstyn 
Russell, Special Honors In Nursing; Teresa White­
head; Ashley Wright, Cum Laude, Special Honors 
In Nursing
Madison: Jacqueline Blue, Special Honors In 
Computer Science; Hayden Crawford, Cum 
Laude, Special Honors In Exercise Science And 
Wellness; Sally Register, Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Marketing
Meridianville: Sarah Lagon, Summa Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Biology
MARENGO
Demopolis: Almetrice Johnson 
MARSHALL
Albertville: Adam Buchanan, Special Honors In 
Communication; Caitlin Buchanan; Elizabeth 
Ginas, Cum Laude, Special Honors In English; 
Heather Hedricks; Kacie Mcclendon, Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Social Work; Christopher Saint; 
Andrea Woodham
Arab: Marisa King; Meghan King, Summa Cum 
Laude, Special Honors In Communication; Kayla 
Lawrence; Charlotte Svenson-Swindoll, Special 
Honors In Social Work
Boaz: Jessica Benson; Savannah HiIley; Jessica 
Rucker
Grant: Stephanie Rice
Guntersville: Corey Cahill; Seath Hardin; Taylor 
Prince
MENTONE
Mentone: Kayla Hazell
MOBILE
Mobile: Keith Thomas 
Satsuma: William Squires
MONROE
Monroeville: Dealona Thomas 
MONTGOMERY
Montgomery: Alia Blocton, Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness, 
Brittany Stephens; Fredrick Surls
MORGAN
Decatur: John Allen; Justin Webster 
Hartselle: James Owen
Falkville: Robbie Sheppard, Special Honors In 
Nursing
PERRY
Newbern: Lorraine Martin 
RANDOLPH
Roanoke: Rebecca Brown
Wadley: Amanda Knight
Wedowee: William Crawford
Woodland: Kendalyn Allen, Magna Cum Laude,
Special Honors In Accounting; Jasie Gilley
SAINT CLAIR
Odenville: Jennifer Perry
Pell City: Michael Tyler, Cum Laude, Special
Honors In Communication
Springville: Brianne Aydt
SHELBY
Alabaster: Steven Bria; Kara Burns, Special Hon­
ors In Nursing
Birmingham: Chassity Brown; Michael Thomas, 
Special Honors In Nursing 
Calera: Hollie Childress-Davis 
Harpersville: Justin Ingrain 
Helena: Wilda Hameen
Montevallo: Amber Barrett, Summa Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Nursing 
Sterrett: Elizabeth Muhia
ST. CLAIR
Ashville: Tiffany Taylor 
Pell City: Taneria Daniels
TALLADEGA 
Lincoln: Jordan Ray
Sylacauga: Elizabeth Butts; Christine Moore; Rob­
ert Pearson, Magna Cum Laude, Special Honors 
In Communication
Talladega: Nicholaus Gaston; Kayla Mayo; James 
Mckinnon, Special Honors In Liberal Studies
TALLAPOOSA 
Alexander: Akita Adamson 
Dadeville: Lindsey Kelly 
Goodwater: Elizabeth Dunham
TUSCALOOSA
McCalla: Alexa Mcelhaney; Haley Thomas 
Tuscaloosa: Matthew Hartin
WALKER
Cordova: Antuan Brown, Special Honors In Com­
munication
Jasper: Kali Kemp, Summa Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Nursing; Katherine Youngblood
ARIZONA
PIMA
Tucson: Amanda Maldonado, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Biology
CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES 
Los Angeles: Juan Coz
DELAWARE
New Castle
Bear: Christopher Floyd
FLORIDA
BAY
Lynn Haven: John Bender, Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Emergency Management
MARTIN
Jensen Beach: Cody Sanfratello 
ORANGE
Orlando: Adonique Smith 
PINELLAS
Oldsmar: Hannah Mansur
SARASOTA 
Sarasota: Cal Lambert
SEMINOLE
Lake Mary: Kalee Tabor, Special Honors In Liber­
al Studies
GEORGIA
BARTOW
Adairsville: Shamira Barrett 
Cartersville: Joshua Alexander; Haley Phillips; 
Vicki Wiles, Special Honors In Emergency Man­
agement
CARROLL
Carrollton: Ladamian Brown; Lebrii Buffington; 
Teshika Cousin;
Temple: Sedra Johnson
CHATTOOGA 
Summerville: William Suits
CLAYTON
College Park: Miranda Cantrell 
COBB
Austell: Kevyn Tracy
Marietta: Emily Baker; Gabrielle Harris, Special
Honors In Recreation Leadership
Powder Springs: Sierra Garner; Tarik Milner
COWETA
Newnan: Kayla Pope 
DEKALB
Stone Mountain: Steven Coates
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ILLINOIS NATIONDOUGLAS
Douglasville: Morgan Harrison, Special Hon­
ors In Nursing; Mary Lott; Stephanie Nickolson; 
Yolens Pierre; Chelsea Williams, Magna Cum 
Laude, Special Honors In Management
FLOYD
Cave Springs: Evan Jones 
FORSYTH
Cumming: Laura Gallagher 
FULTON
Atlanta: Comfort Agbonlahor; Brittany Davis; 
Ronrico Sanders; Tayla Washington
GWINNETT
Lawrenceville: Fidel Corfah 
Loganville: Griffin Thomas
HABERSHAM
Alto: Zachary Bohannon, Magna Cum Laude, 
Special Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness 
Demorest: Jaron Smith, Cum Laude, Special Hon­
ors In Music
HARALSON
Bremen: Christopher Barnes 
HENRY
McDonough: Keyonna Mccrary 
MUSCOGEE
Columbus: Tanya Hardaway 
PAULDING
Dallas: Tyler Brown; Debra Eberhart; Michelle 
Mauldin; Ebote Travis, Magna Cum Laude, Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing
POLK
Cedartown: Katie Gilmore 
WHITFIELD
Dalton: Lakesha Carter, Special Honors In Social 
Work
LAKE
Winthrop Harbor: Alexandra Olzewski
M IC H IG AN
OAKLAND
Farmington Hills: Rufus Bickersteth 
WAYNE
Detroit: Andre Sandford
MISSISSIPPI
LAMAR
Sumrall: Ketrick Wolfe
OKLAHOM A
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City: Sarah Williams
OREGON
MULTNOMAH 
Portland: Chalona Stroud
TEXAS
DALLAS
Dallas: Stacy Cooper, Special Honors In Nursing 
TARRANT
Arlington: Corey Robinson; Charleen Gonzalez
V ERMONT
BENNINGTON 
Bennington: Kelsey Mcfadden
BAHAMAS: Anishkell Emile 
BRAZIL: Igor Santos
CHINA: Dan Wang, Magna Cum Laude, Special 
Honors In Computer Science 
ETHIOPIA: Simret Habtezgi 
MOROCCO: Soukaina Lamrani
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Fall Graduation
GRADUATES
ALABAMA
BALDWIN
Fairhope: Michael Rogers;
BLOUNT
Blountsville: Kim Tripp;
CALHOUN
Alexandria: Jessica Bearden; Shannon Finley; 
Anniston: Mindi Amberson; Emily Brown; Jenni­
fer Hopper; Nanette Mudiam; Donna Mullinax; 
Misty Simmons; Gussie Stallworth; Catherine 
Thurston; Keiuna Young;
Eastaboga: Amy Crow;
Hokes Bluff: Janna Lockridge;
Jacksonville: Breann Cunningham; Leann 
Haynes; Lisa Hood; Peter Inglett; Joshua Mous­
seau; William Nash;
Oxford: Megan Caulder; Derek Smith; 
Piedmont: Chad Harper;
CHEROKEE
Centre: Lesley Burgess;
Leesburg: Sonya Tolbert;
Sand Rock: Joyce Haygood;
CLEBURNE
Heflin: Candi Burton Momon; Mina Price; 
CULLMAN
Arab: Donald Murphy;
Fairview: Whitney Haynes;
DALE
Daleville: Abner Flores-Salyers;
DALLAS
Selma: Reginald Glover;
DEKALB
Fort Payne: Jessica Hayes; Rhonda Johnson; 
Fyffe: Rachel Bobbitt;
Grove Oak: Jessica Mayes;
Rainsville: Anthony Dabbs;
ELMORE
Millbrook: Sharon Ford;
ETOWAH
Altoona: Ricky Watkins;
Boaz: William Brock;
Gadsden: Celestia Dawson; Bernia Mccain; Adri­
an Ragland;
Glencoe: Patrick Chumley;
Hokes Bluff: Jeremy Handley;
Rainbow City: Christopher Cushing;
Southside: Kathryn Cleveland;
GENEVA
Hartford: Ashton Strickland;
JACKSON
Scottsboro: Amanda Anderson;
JEFFERSON
Birmingham: Jean Bailey; Malcolm Dailey; 
Fairfield: Latoya Brown;
LEE
Woodland: Noelle McCain;
LIMESTONE
Huntsville: Suzanne Sullins;
MARSHALL
Albertville: Lucas McLendon; Ellen Waldrop;
MADISON 
Magee: Kamika Durr;
MOBILE
Mobile: Rebecca Pilgrim;
PERRY
Uniontown: Eliza Dudley;
RANDOLPH
Roanoke: Sommer Melton;
RUSSELL
Phenix City: Tabatha Jones;
SHELBY
Alabaster: Hayden Ingram;
Calera: Jennifer Nabors;
Maylene: Tiffany Bass;
Montevallo: Micah Roberson;
ST. CLAIR
Pell City: Rebecca Williams;
TALLADEGA
Sylacauga: Suzanne Dickinson;
Talladega: Anita Harris; Michael Jackson; Diann 
Whitson;
TUSCALOOSA 
Northport: Marcia Mcintosh;
WALKER
Parrish: Doris Hartley;
FLORIDA
ORANGE
Orlando: Nicole Mctaw;
GEORGIA
BEN HILL
Fitzgerald: Charles Rowe;
COWETA
Newnan: Isaac Strickland;
CRISP
Cordele: Shelton Felton;
DEKALB
Lithonia: La Chandra Bartholomew Jones; 
DOUGLAS
Douglasville: Krystal Hardy;
DOUHERTY 
Albany: Anne Hopkins;
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FAYETTE
Fayetteville: Jeffrey Jellets; 
GWINETT
Loganville: John Lamb; 
MUSCOGEE
Columbus: Decarlos Hughley;
PAULDING 
Dallas: Byron Koen;
ROCKDALE
Conyers: Thomas Brown; 
WALKER
Chickamauga: Brandon Self; 
LaFayette: Whitney Stinson; 
Columbus: Christopher Banks;
IDAHO
ADA
Boise: Joseph Lombardo;
KANSAS
JOHNSON
Olathe: Melanee Sumner;
KENTUCKY
ROCKCASTLE
Mount Vernon: Kendra Pettit;
LOUISIANA
ST. MARY PARISH 
Charenton: Lara Mayon;
MISSOURI
PULASKI
Ft. Leonardwood: Angela Isaacs;
UNDERGRADUATE
MISSISSIPPI
LOWNDES
Columbus: Steven Humphries;
NEW HAMPSHIRE
HILLSBOROUGH 
Nashua: Nipa Patel;
O H IO
FRANKLIN
Columbus: Brandi Bush; 
LAWRENCE
Coal Grove: Rebecca Malone;
VIRG IN IA
WARWICK
Newport News: Donta Council;
INTERNATIONAL, BY NATION
ARGENTINA: Alfonso Otoya Ventureira; 
ENGLAND: Andrew Swift;
GERMANY: Anna Haeubling;
LIBYA: Yunis Altabeb;
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ALABAMA
AUTAUGA
Prattville: Brandon Henson; Dedrick Thomas; 
BALDWIN
Foley: Sheri Manahan, Special Honors In Nursing; 
BARBOUR
Eufaula: Lounique Bell; Tametris Peterson; 
BLOUNT
Cleveland: Sharonda Coutch, Special Honors In 
Nursing;
Hayden: Farrah Branham;
Locust Fork: Logan Benton, Special Honors In 
Social Work;
Oneonta: Staci Burton; Zachary Buse; Lydia 
Cheney; Joshua Hunt; Shawn Robinson; Matthew 
Towns;
Snead: Holley Smith, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Collaborative Education Secondary; 
Susan Moore: Joshua Misenhimer, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Nursing; Leslie Wright, Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Nursing;
Warrior: Thomas Boone;
BUTLER
Greenville: Gavin Griffin;
CALHOUN
Alexandria: Sara Borders, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness; 
Amber Chatham, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Elementary And Collaborative Education; Caroline 
Clay, Cum Laude Special Honors In Early Child­
hood And Elementary Education; Austin Muncher; 
Benjamin Prickett, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Applied Manufacturing Engineering;
Anniston: Jeremy Bagwell; Jacob Borrelli; James 
Castillo, Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Art; Lakeicha Hayes; Jonathan Haynie; Kadeem 
Hubbard; Richard Kotlowski; Catherine Leshko; 
Timothy Marshall; Tyler Owen, Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Applied Manufacturing Engineer­
ing; Caitlin Prater, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In English; Allen Ray; Chelsea Robinson; 
Shamarcus Ross; Alan Thompson; Anna Vice, 
Special Honors In Elementary And Collaborative 
Education; Caroline Weaver; Cynthia West; Bon­
nie Williams;
Jacksonville: Dillon Brickhouse, Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Music; Meagan Cabrer, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Biology; Andrew Coffman; 
Colby Dormer; Torsten Dryden, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Psychology; Brett Fleming; Jennifer Frost; 
Jessica Glass, Special Honors In Early Childhood 
And Elementary Education; Brittany Graves; Dan­
iel Johns; Jim King, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Social Work; Joseph Maddox; Wesley Mcginnis; 
Michael Mitchell, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
History; Lucy Morgan; Andrea O'brien; Andrew 
Poole; Hillarie Poole, Special Honors In Communi­
cation; Linda Pritchett; Ausha Robinson; Joy Robin­
son, Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In Elemen­
tary And Collaborative Education; Zahia Zettili; 
Lincoln: Amanda Carter;
Ohatchee: Christopher Brown; Kimberly Pope; 
Oxford: Kristen Cunningham; Mitchell Freeman; 
Ryan Furtick, Special Honors In Management; 
Chelsea Heard; Katelyn Horton, Special Honors In 
By; Kuneisha Mcghee; Kristin Moore, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Early Childhood And El­
ementary Education; Nicklaus Reeves, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Criminal Justice; Angela Rich­
mond; Brandon Smith; Alex Stokes, Special Honors 
In Occupational Safety And Health Technology; 
Benjamin Tootle; Jordan Williams, Special Honors 
In Music; Kayla Zeiders, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Family And Consumer Sciences; 
Piedmont: Kevin Bedwell; Adam Benefield, Spe­
cial Honors In Management; Rickey Doyal, Special 
Honors In Social Work; Ashlee Jones; Gregory Mor­
gan; Lauryn Richardson; Cory Sears;
Weaver: Lauren Alldredge; Mary Aviles; Amber 
Brown, Cum Laude Special Honors In Early Child­
hood And Elementary Education; Kalina Durr;
Cesar Gonzalez, Special Honors In Psychology; 
Saundra Thomas; Derrick Webb, Special Honors In 
Criminal Justice;
CHEROKEE
Cedar Bluff: Misty Ingram, Special Honors In Nurs­
ing; Brittany Price, Special Honors In Occupational 
Safety And Health Management; Jenna Wright,
Cum Laude Special Honors In Nursing;
Centre: Trevor Perry, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Physical Education; Malorie Rosser, 
Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In Art; Annie 
Slayton;
Gaylesville: Lori Mobbs;
Leesburg: Tyler Tidwell;
Sand Rock: Chase Brisendine; Terry Kisor; Jenny 
Thornberry; Lester Thornberry;
CLEBURNE
Heflin: Leann Gann, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Accounting; Dena Jimenez; William 
Middlebrook; Donterrius Prothro; Kyle Turner;
COLBERT
Muscle Shoals: Adam Polk;
COOSA
Goodwater: Jerdarius Williams;
COVINGTON
Andalusia: Shacoya Wilkerson;
CULLMAN
Baileyton: Blake Ray, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Applied Manufacturing Engineering;
Cullman: Sara Confer; Trawick Ellis; Tina Head­
rick; Stephenie Lee; Brooke Ponder; Contrina 
Styles;
Holly Pond: Nathaniel Brandmire; Steffany 
Means;
DALLAS
Selma: Jacqueline Hurt; Brandy Shoultz, Special 
Honors In Nursing;
DEKALB
Crossville: Steven Gormely; Kristen Richards;
Molly Williamson;
Fort Payne: Heather Conkle, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elemen­
tary Education; Darryl Cummins; Amelia Fugatt;
Gary Kurts, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Exercise Science And Wellness; Allison Ware, 
Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In Nursing;
Fyffe: Cassie Battles; Jessica Findley; Jesse Martin, 
Special Honors In Collaborative Education Sec­
ondary; Noel Overton;
Geraldine: Tyler Hughes;
Henegar: Amber Isler, Special Honors In Nursing; 
Ider: Brittany Beaty, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary Edu­
cation;
Rainsville: Ashley Smith, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education;
DOUGLAS
Douglasville: Taylor Johnson, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Art;
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ELMORE
Millbrook: Corey Bowen;
Wetumpka: Heather Adams; Tracy Payton;
ESCAMBIA
Flomaton: Jon Salyer, Special Honors In Nursing; 
ETOWAH
Attalla: Joshua Stanfield;
Boaz: Mckenzie Spurlin, Summa Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education; Hannah Zettler, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Family And Consumer Scienc­
es;
Gadsden: Kevin Asbury, Special Honors In His­
tory; Mariah Buggs; Emily Collins; Phillip Davis; 
Tarmichkya Dillard; Michael Glenn; Savanna Ha­
gan; Jeffrey Heaxt; Jennifer Holthof, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Elementary And Collab­
orative Education; Karen Howell; Bettye Hyde, 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elemen­
tary Education; Ashley Keenum; Kaitlin Lackey; 
Keana Lowe; Alexandria Sims, Special Honors In 
English; Daniel Smith, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Computer Science; Billy Steward Magna 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Political Science; 
Washunda Tuck; Ardrodus Williams; Jonathan 
W illis, Cum Laude Special Honors In Occupa­
tional Safety And Health Management & Applied 
Manufacturing Engineering; Jason Wintermyer, 
Special Honors In Music;
Glencoe: Jordan Baker; Priscilla Gorham; Randa 
Tolbert;
Hokes Bluff: Kendall Batista; Destiny Fields, Sum­
ma Cum Laude Special Honors In Finance; Ariel 
Hicks, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Ear­
ly Childhood And Elementary Education; Amanda 
Robertson, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Physical Education;
Rainbow City: Jennifer Knighten, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In English;
Southside: Katie Akins, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education; Miranda Gieger; Stephanie Hathcock, 
Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In Social 
Work; Melissa Kendall; Eric Lee, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Computer Information 
Systems; Katlin Maddox, Summa Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Computer Science; Tiffany Smith; 
Mary Westman;
GENEVA
Geneva: Jamie Johnson, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Nursing;
HARRIS
Pine Mountain: Lorenzo Dowdell;
HOUSTON
Ashford: Kathy Hardrick;
Dothan: Krystle Doty, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Nursing; Lateka Hambright, Special Honors In 
Nursing; Preston Hatcher;
JACKSON
Pisgah: Jessica Gifford, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Nursing;
Scottsboro: Jessica Covington; Christopher 
Knight;
Section: Joshua Galloway;
JEFFERSON
Birmingham: Shronda Beard; Lisa Beatty, Magna 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Nursing; Darius 
Brown; Natalie Brown; Sophia Cox, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Nursing; Christian Foster, Spe­
cial Honors In Emergency Management; Ambyr 
Hammons; Priscilla Jackson; Sharon Johnson; Ni­
cole Jones, Cum Laude Special Honors In Nurs­
ing; Donica Lewis; Virginia Moore, Special Hon­
ors In Exercise Science And Wellness; Erika Pitts; 
Carla Rice; Aaron Rudolph; Jabrell Smith; Tanika 
Smith; Samaiyah Steward; Markell Stringer; Shar­
ron Swain; Aegina Weatherly; Felicia Williams; 
Michele Worthington;
Brookside: Kaleb Spruell;
Clay: Tammy Mcmichael, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing;
Dora: Susan Russell, Special Honors In Nursing; 
Fairfield: Samuel Pugh;
Gardendale: Shannon Utter;
Homewood: Anhtuan Bui, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing; Joshua Woolen;
Hoover: Latoshia Donald, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing;
Hueytown: Linda Johnson, Special Honors In 
Nursing; Brittney King, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Nursing; Raegan Rogers;
Leeds: Amy Powers;
Morris: Christie Bates, Summa Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing;
Mount Olive: Dayna Campbell, Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing;
Trussville: Robyn Munkus, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Nursing;
Warrior: Lindsey Cannon, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Nursing;
LAMAR
Kennedy: Kacy Holsonback, Cum Laude;
LEE
Auburn: Sherron Jackson;
Opelika: Karen D'angelo; Natalie Daughtry, Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Nursing; M illion Green; 
Morgan Howard; Caleb Lawrence;
LIMESTONE
Athens: Jason Blackburn; Terrence Pendleton; 
MADISON
Hazel Green: Christine Dawson; Tiffany Har­
bin, Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In Early 
Childhood And Elementary Education;
Huntsville: Deamber Mcdonald; Alycia Pride; 
Daniel Pugh, Special Honors In Criminal Justice; 
Joshua Webster;
Madison: Latisha Hewlett, Special Honors In 
Family And Consumer Sciences;
New Market: Mckenley Newman, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Recreation Leadership;
Owens Crossroads: Katherine Herrin, Magna 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Early Childhood 
And Elementary Education;
Toney: Angela Stanley; Megan Warmbrod;
MARION
Winfield: Trenten Cagle, Summa Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing;
MARSHALL
Albertville: Whitton Bailey, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Family And Consumer Sciences; Nata­
sha Brewster; Jessica Camp; Cory Cornelius; Bar­
bra Dorsett; Amber Gerardi; Steven Lang, Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Communication;
Arab: Brian Bannister; Hannah Blackmon; Grace 
Larkin, Cum Laude Special Honors In History & 
English; Cody Martin; Hayley Tidmore;
Boaz: Felicity Adkins, Special Honors In Elemen­
tary And Collaborative Education; Julia Garrison; 
Ashley Morgan; Jennifer Williams;
Douglas: Jami Atchley, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Computer Science;
Guntersville: Rachel Crawford, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Biology; Keundrea Hampton; Jill Kilpat­
rick; Rachel Mccullars, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Early Childhood And Elementary Education;
Horton: Andrea Gregory;
MOBILE
Mobile: William Cole; Jeri Jones; Carly Waddell; 
MONTGOMERY
Montgomery: Tomeka Gipson; Arlene Palmer, Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing; Allen Richardson; Joshua 
Sims, Cum Laude Special Honors In Criminal Jus­
tice;
MORGAN
Decatur: Jade Wagner;
PERRY
Marion: Christopher Sanders;
PICKENS
Aliceville: Lathesia Gibson;
RANDOLPH
Roanoke: Shemeka Gipson;
Wedowee: Timothy Green Jr; Sawyer Spratlin, Spe­
cial Honors In Applied Manufacturing Engineering;
Jason Whitfield;
Woodland: Wesley Gay, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Mathematics;
SAINT CLAIR
Moody: Heather Smith, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Psychology;
Pell City: Jerri Chennault, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education;
Ragland: Karsen Cornutt, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Social Work;
Riverside: Katrina Collins, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Art;
Springville: Jennifer Brasher, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary Educa­
tion; Savanna Hennings, Cum Laude; Joshua Logan; 
Kattie Mcgaha; Brittany Price;
Steele: Jeremy Moses, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Computer Science; John Wise, Special 
Honors In Applied Electronics Engineering & Ap­
plied Manufacturing Engineering; 197196
SHELBY
Alabaster: Eric Hard; Hillary Moore, Special 
Honors In Nursing; Jane Phillips, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Nursing;
Birmingham: Anna Craven; Allison Self, Special 
Honors In Nursing;
Chelsea: Sharon Lettrich, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing;
Hoover: Victoria Wheeles;
Pelham: James Bishop;
Shelby: Melany Saxon, Cum Laude;
ST. CLAIR
Cropwell: Patricia Daigle;
Pell City: Bradley Raulston, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness; 
Ragland: Timothy Bice;
Springville: Nicole Byrd; Cameron Emmal;
TALLADEGA
Childersburg: Walker Cobb, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Management; Jessica Coleman; 
Eastaboga: Laura Ledbetter; Ethan Owens, Sum­
ma Cum Laude Special Honors In Music;
Lincoln: Cassaundra Raymond, Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Social Work;
Munford: Wesley Ford;
Sylacauga: Nandi Carpenter; Jennifer Clary; 
Cheryel Gardner, Special Honors In Nursing; 
Lakeisha Hale; Jennifer Motes, Summa Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Nursing;
Talladega: Joseph Adams, Special Honors In Man­
agement; Maurice Winsell;
TUSCALOOSA
Tuscaloosa: Katrina Hart, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing; Jaslyn Royster; Denesha 
White;
WALKER
Jasper: Annette Ingle, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Nursing; Stefania Ward;
Nauvoo: Alicia Collier, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Nursing;
WINSTON
Arley: Amber Simpson;
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CALIFORNIA
ALAMEDA
Dublin: Traci Jackson;
Oakland: Eduardo Mora-Loera;
ORANGE
Huntington Beach: Scott Nguyen; 
Irvine: Ashley Beaudry;
FLORIDA
LEON
Tallahassee: Avery Moore;
OKALOOSA 
Destin: Katie Parks;
ST. JOHN'S
St. Augustine: Samuel West;
GEORGIA
BARTOW
Cartersville: Caitlin Conduff; Justin Henry, Magna 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Nursing;
CARROLL
Carrollton: Brittany Powell, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Elementary And Collaborative Education; 
Temple: Misha Dantzler;
Villa Rica: Kelly Barnwell, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Nursing;
CATOOSA
Ringgold: Taylor Whitson;
CHATTOOGA 
Trion: Sarah Hayes;
CLAYTON
Rex: Steven Maxwell;
COBB
Acworth: Kristen Balschi, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Music;
Kennesaw: Charles Floyd;
Marietta: Jonathan Davis; D'atra Johnson; Ashley Lee; 
Powder Springs: Zachary Kepley;
COWETA
Senoia: Carl Mcknight;
DEKALB
Stone Mountain: Eric Johnson, Special Honors In 
Exercise Science And Wellness;
DOUGLAS
Atlanta: Jordan Simmons;
Douglasville: Tobias Baker; Sherena Landers; 
Tabitha Mcmahon;
Winston: Mary Morris, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Exercise Science And Wellness;
FLOYD
Rome: Milecia Mcdaniel; Candice Mickler, Spe­
cial Honors In Family And Consumer Sciences;
FORSYTH
Cumming: Anita Kipping, Special Honors In 
Nursing;
HARRALSON 
Bremen: Vanessa Thomas;
HENRY
McDonough: Chantel Deroche;
Stockbridge: Starrius Benton;
MURRAY
Chatsworth: Erik Green;
PAULDING
Dallas: Adeboyin Adejare; Joshua Robinson; 
POLK
Cedartown: Richie Justice;
Rockmart: Amanda Culberson; Dana Jones;
ROCKDALE
Conyers: Jonathan Merit;
SCREVEN
Sylvania: Lauren Kilgore;
SPALDING
Griffin: Jordan Schneider, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elemen­
tary Education;
ILLINOIS
MCLEAN
Bloomington: Alina Agamy, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Management;
KENTUCKY
FAYETTE
Lexington: Candace Morton, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness
M IC H IG AN
WAYNE
Detroit: Kimberly Gray-Dodson; Ashley Parker;
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU
Cape Girardeau: Lindsey Webb;
NEBRASKA
DOUGLAS
Omaha: Angela Vasa, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing;
PENNSYLVANIA
BEAVER
Beaver Falls: Randi Overstreet;
SOUTH CAROLINA
BEAUMONT
Blufften: Andrew Brannan;
BERKELLY
Goose Creek: Melissa Scudgington, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Emergency Management;
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TENNESSEE
WILLIAMSON
Spring Hill: Lauren Rich, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Family And Consumer 
Sciences;
TEXAS
EL PASO
El Paso: Sandra Maybee; 
TARRANT
Keller: Alexandra Rustad;
INTERNATIONAL, BY COUNTRY
CHINA: Wei Gao; Peifeng Wang; 
COLUMBIA: Juan Delgado;
EL SALVADOR: Rafael Gonzalez; 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA: DiEstefanoMb
Obono;
REPUBLIC OF NIGER: Sani Brah Maman; 
GERMANY: Maurice Pickett;
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Spring Graduation
GRADUATES
ALABAMA
BLOUNT
Blountsville: Joshua Hollingsworth Cleveland: 
Jordan Hock
Hayden: Brandy Crutcher 
Locust Fork: David Cardwell Snead: Bryan Jen­
nings 
Butler
Greenville: Joseph Jones Jr 
CALHOUN
Anniston: Lanetra Belser; Joshua Dawson; Cheryl 
Lentz; Kristen Magouirk; Linda Major; Kimbrely 
Moore; Carey Moorer; W illiam Scroggins; Kevin 
Studdard; Leila Suarez; Paula Winston 
Jacksonville: Farzana Akhter; Regan Brewer; Tch­
elyndria Curtis; Susan Di Biase; Xavier Francia; 
Stephanie Glaze; Andrew Havens; Bradley Hood; 
Tiffany Johnson; Matthew Mcfall; Holly Rucker; 
Sarah Screven; Wiley Snider; Gregory Spence; 
Traci Sudduth; Wesley Todd 
Ohatchee: Jennae Young 
Oxford: Carrie Clonts; Stephen Morey; Anthony 
Patterson; Jennifer Robertson; Meagan Shierling 
Piedmont: Lisa Simpson; Candice Young 
Weaver: Amanda Fuller; Donna Harbin; Justin 
Mcdaniel; Thomas White
CHEROKEE
Cedar Bluff: Amy Smith; Anna Walden 
Centre: Amy Barnes; Amanda Mcdaniel; Kristy 
Reynoldson Piedmont: Aubrey Cowan 
Spring Garden: Paige Mcdonald; Hannah Rudd
CLAY
Ashland: Tiesha Chappell Lineville: David Burney 
CLEBURNE
Heflin: Stacy Cofer; Julie Graben; Beverly Harlan; 
Kristi Shelton Ranburne: Amy Young
CULLMAN
Arab: Scarlett Hyman; Susanna Williams Cullman: 
Lindsay Savage
DEKALB
Crossville: Courtney Black Ft. Payne: Sonya Snay 
Geraldine: Jodi Clayton
ELMORE
Prattville: Bobby Clark 
ETOWAH
Attalla: Virginia Clough
Gadsden: Allison Brown; Lora Dorman; Wardrick 
Griffin; Daphne Ragland; Tyler St. Clair; Robert
WATSON
Glencoe: Kimberly Holmes 
Hokes Bluff: Amber Dennis 
Rainbow City: John Benefield
FLOYD
Birmingham: Anthony Gardner 
GUILFORD
Greensboro: Latoya Patton 
HENRY
Abbeville: Vernoris Carter 
JACKSON
Langston: Dianna Dabney 
Paint Rock: Amanda Skelton 
Pisgah: Kevin Smith
Scottsboro: Brian Edwards; Benjamin Johnson; 
Christi Pitts
JEFFERSON
Birmingham: Cory Boler; Rosetta Dowdell; Ced­
ric Ford; Harris Gaston; Madalyn Roberts; Thomas 
Twitty
Fultondale: Zachary Hood
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Hoover: Kelly Grantham; Adam Watts Hueytown: 
Haley Nelson; Jerry Prater Trussville: Bret Hill
LAFAYETTE
Hazel Green: Stanley Givens
LAUDERDALE 
Florence: Benjamin Ray
LIMESTONE
Athens: Lindsay White Huntsville: Kerry Hoffman 
MACON
Tuskegee: Laveeta Oliver 
MARSHAL
Albertville: Justin Brooks Boaz: Robert Creel 
MOBILE
Mobile: Brittany Watters 
MONROE
Flat Rock: Sabrina Miller 
OXFORD
Oxford: Amanda Snyder 
RANDOLPH
Newell: Nicole Gowens; Brenda Zarate Roanoke: 
Amanda Tiner 
Wedowee: Hilary Shaw
RUSSELL
Phenix City: Jessica Martin 
SHELBY
Pelham: Jonathan Leftwich Wilsonville: Phillip
Mcgee
ST. CLAIR
Ashville: Tracie Welch Moody: Corian Ray Pell City: 
Erica Smith
TALLADEGA
Alpine: Vanessa Cook
Munford: Debra Smith
Sycamore: Mavis Williams
Talladega: David Wilson
Alpine: Katrina Garrett Morris
Talladega: Sylvia Freeman; Rashmeya Garrett
WALKER
Jasper: Jonathan Sumner 
Winston
Arley: Wesley Harden
FLORIDA
BRADFORD 
Starke: Ashley Harden
GEORGIA
BARTOW
Cartersville: David Condon; Dequana Ellis 
CARROLL
Villa Rica: Cortney Coker-Adewusi 
CATOOSA
Ringgold: Courtney Barton 
CHEROKEE
Woodstock: Natalie Cornwell 
COBB
Marietta: Mariann Moncus; Burt Shurette 
COWETA
Moreland: Nicholas Burgess 
DAWSON
Dawsonville: Drew Starnes 
DEKALB
Stone Mountain: Jennecia Williams 
DOUGLAS
Douglasville: Danitza Johnstone 
FLOYD
Rome: Mark Middleton; Kendall Roberts Silver 
Creek: Cody Amos
FULTON
Alpharetta: Melanie Hendricks 
HALL
Gainesville: Steven Ellison
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HENRY
Stockbridge: Kathleen Vaughn
MERIWETHER 
Luthersville: Bryan Coggin
MUSCOGEE
Columbus: Joseph Cherrone; Jeremiah Edwards 
POLK
Cedartown: Sylvia Diamond 
WALKER
Chickamauga: Julie Jones 
WALTON
Monroe: Lori Wood
ILLINOIS
KANE
Aurora: Yvonne Miller
KENTUCKY
BOONE
Union: Emily Buerger
LOUISIANA
CALCASIEU PARISH 
Lake Charles: Tanya Sadi
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH
Baker: Tiffany Laxson Baton Rouge: Dale Webb
ST. LANDRY PARISH 
Opelousas: Heather Bertrand 
St. Mary Parish 
Franklin: E l'shaddai White
M IC H IG AN
GENESEE
Flint: Ricky Clemons
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UNDERGRADUATE
ALABAMA
AUTAUGA
Prattville: Daniel O’neal, Special Honors In Political 
Science; Sara Pettit, Special Honors In English
BALDWIN
Bay Minette: Brandon Savage Daphne: Harold Hum­
phrey Gulf Shores: Hayley Haynie Loxley: Kameron 
Warrick
BARBOUR
Louisville: Patrick Walker 
BARTOW
Cartersville: Jon Rutledge; Jimmy Wilson 
BLOUNT
Blountsville: Keith Martin
Empire: Stephanie Sims, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Nursing
Oneonta: Hali Bellew, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary Educa­
tion; Cory Glasscock; Jackson Henderson; Terra Jen­
kins, Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In Nursing; 
Shelby Taylor, Special Honors In Elementary And 
Collaborative Education; Cory Towns, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Criminal Justice 
Snead: Kimberly Jones, Cum Laude 
Susan Moore: Hannah Holmes, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Finance; David Mize
CALHOUN
Alexandria: Courtney Carlisle; Amber Conaway; 
Kelsie Howard, Summa Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Early Childhood And Elementary Education; 
Mary Beth Kirkland; Tiffany Mcilwain, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Biology; Katelyn Phillips; 
Haley Sisk; Catelyn Swindall, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Political Science Anniston: Mallo­
ry Adams; Shayne Barker, Special Honors In Chemis­
try; Sheyna Bibbs; Holly Blanton, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Elementary And Collaborative Educa­
tion; Jamey Boatman; Cheawanda Burnett; Nicholas 
Burns, Special Honors In Physical Education; Eliot 
Dick, Special Honors In Geography; Kevin Duke,
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In History; 
Shaneka Ellington; Andrea Floyd; Taja Freeman; 
Heather Garlick; Jessica Jennings-Coby; Alvin 
Johnson; Lindsey Newton; William Pace; Brittany 
Pearson, Cum Laude Special Honors In Communi­
cation; Christopher Sabens; Zubaidah Sabree; Amber 
Stewart, Cum Laude Special Honors In Biology; Lisa 
Stone; Judeen Sutherland; Christopher Williamson; 
Katrina Wilson 
Eastaboga: Haley Elders 
Jacksonville: Christen Brown; John Carrasquillo, 
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Computer In­
formation Systems; Stacey Charping, Special Honors 
In Liberal Studies; Tristan Dubose; Brittney Fran- 
kum; Mark Hunter; Luis Irias; Holly James, Summa 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Political Science; Lela 
Mccurdy; Cassie Mcgowan, Magna Cum Laude; Mic­
kael Mcneil; Ashley Miller, Special Honors In Crim­
inal Justice; Deborah Murdock, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Finance; Phane Ogendi; Jackson Pearson, 
Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In History; Cody 
Ponder; Deidra Rester; Angela Sewell; Alicia Smith; 
James Stanton; Matthew Ulrich; Christian Walker, 
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Political Sci­
ence; Stephen Waters; Felicia White; Zackery White, 
Special Honors In Computer Information Systems; 
Vanessa Wiggins, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Family And Consumer Sciences; Ashley Worthy, 
Special Honors In Art 
Lincoln: Jordan Whaley
Ohatchee: Rachel Betts, Special Honors In Elemen­
tary And Collaborative Education; Larissa Kellum; 
Hannah Nabors, Special Honors In Elementary And 
Collaborative Education; Christopher Simpson 
Oxford: Alyssa Angel, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Communication; Alexandra Carnes, Special Hon­
ors In Early Childhood And Elementary Education; 
Erin Denton; Jennifer Ellis; Matthew Graessle, Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Psychology; Dustin Ingram; 
Mitchell Ingram, Cum Laude; Elizabeth Johnson; 
Terry Jones; Brittany Lively, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Social Work; Caylen Mccall, Summa Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Music; Jarid Moore, Magna 
Cum Laude; Matthew Ritten, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Recreation Leadership; Jabethani Simon; 
Chandler Tyree;
Piedmont: John Angle; Kristina Calvert; Kayla Gar­
rett; Carly Law; Kaitlyn Ledbetter, Summa Cum
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NORTH CAROLINA
Transylvania 
Brevard: Jason Levi
O H IO
Hancock
Findlay: Philip Fox
OKLAHOM A
Osage
Tulsa: Michael Turner
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Providence: Bidemi Balogun
TENNESSEE
Hamilton
Chattanooga: Kristen Coplon
TEXAS
Harris
Spring: Cynthia Riggan
VIRG IN IA
Princess Anne County 
Virginia Beach: Jeffrey Shuey
NATION
Australia: Scott Robertson 
CHINA: Xinwen He 
FRANCE: Vanessa Radom 
KENYA: George Kiplagat 
MOROCCO: Imane Lamrani 
NEPAL: Yojana Shrestha 
NORWAY: Emil Loeken
Laude Special Honors In Biology; Wesley Minton, 
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Exercise Sci­
ence And Wellness; Matthew Reynolds, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Art 
Saks: Lyndsay Britt; Justin Postell 
Weaver: Amber Coleman; Rebecca Collomb; Alicia 
Pigue; Rebecca Romine, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Computer Information Systems; Daniel 
Smith
Catoosa
Ringgold: William Wright 
Chambers
Lafayette: Douglas Jones
Lanett: Laquasha Carter; Brent Dorman; Andre John­
son
Cherokee
Centre: Julie Barron, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary Educa­
tion; Dena Boggs; Mary Brannon, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness; 
Charmaine Coffman; Kaleb Hamilton, Special Hon­
ors In Criminal Justice; Jacob Minnix, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Accounting; Kelly O’bryant, 
Special Honors In Social Work; Justin Wood; Derrick 
Wright, Cum Laude
Sand Rock: Lauren Bell; Gena Farmer; Carrie Rob­
ertson, Cum Laude
Clay
Lineville: Jessica Blair; William Lett, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Emergency Management; Justin
Mccollum
Ashland: Benjamin Endress 
Lineville: Jasmine Barkley
Cleburne
Delta: Christopher Whitfield
Fruithurst: Levi Hulsey, Magna Cum Laude Special
Honors In Management
Heflin: George Bragg; Deanna Brown, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Family And Consumer 
Sciences; Melissa Coggin Johnson, Special Honors In 
Social Work; Kimberly Gaines; Claire Jacobs, Magna 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Communication; Julia 
Stansell; Cherelle Strong, Special Honors In Social 
Work; Andrew Wood, Special Honors In Chemistry
Muscadine: Megan Whitmarsh 
Ranburne: Michelle Crumbley, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Psychology; Bethany Gilmer; Nathan Har­
ris, Special Honors In Physical Education; Jalin Jones, 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Exercise Science And 
Wellness; Kelly Mcmichen, Special Honors In Ele­
mentary And Collaborative Education; Amie Mobley; 
Abigail Sprewell 
Wedowee: Trevor Newkirk
Covington
Andalusia: Ashley Ossenfort 
Cullman
Bremen: Dustin Naramore, Special Honors In Nurs­
ing
Cullman: Cory Baker, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Music; Savanna Knop, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Elementary And Collaborative 
Education
Dale
Newton: Aaron Drake 
Dallas
Selma: Jackie Dixon 
Dekalb
Boaz: Jordanna Kidd, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Social Work 
Collinsville: Joseph Farmer 
Crossville: Daniel Bryant, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education; Samantha Morton 
Ft. Payne: Julie Cummins, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Liberal Studies; Charissa Flagg, Special 
Honors In Art; Morgan Franks; Tiffany Gorham, 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education; Julian Ledford; Evan Mince, Summa Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Mathematics; Alyssa Sipsy; 
Hannah Turner, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Biology
Fyffe: Mariah Hemphill, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Drama; Jessica Mcgee, Special Honors In 
Nursing
Ider: Kelsey Greene; Jennifer Jackson, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Biology; Gabriel Phillips 
Rainsville: Cody Coots, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Mathematics
Valley Head: Gregory Carreker; Marjorie Harper, 
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In History
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Etowah
Altoona: John Cline, Special Honors In Exercise 
Science And Wellness
Attalla: Morgan Attaway, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Elementary And Collaborative Education; 
Brittany Greer; Jessica Mars, Cum Laude; Peter Mar­
tin, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Finance; 
Wesley Moye; Wesley Reid; Maria Williams 
Boaz: April Miller, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing; Cassidy Owen, Summa Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Biology; Kathryn Wilks, 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Exercise Science And 
Wellness
Gadsden: Raven Ash; Ayana Avery; Rachel Battles; 
Whitney Brookins; Joella Bujan; Reed Chambers; 
Kara Coleman, Cum Laude Special Honors In Com­
munication; Jalisha Cooper; Darius Craig; Skylar 
Deerman; Lindsey Dupree; Brittany Herron; Douglas 
Johnson; Daniel King; Brittany Leach; Lauren Low­
rey, Cum Laude Special Honors In Biology; Maddi­
son Mathis; Christian Mcdaniel, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education; Jason Mcghinnis; Jordan Mitchell, Special 
Honors In Elementary And Collaborative Education; 
Alexis Morgan; Nathaniel Pollard; Lori Rigby; Terri 
Shaw; Jessica Shew, Magna Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Early Childhood And Elementary Education; 
Tricia Sirmon; William Trotter; Lillian Walton, Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Elementary And Collabora­
tive Education; Rebecca Williams; Joshua Wise 
Glencoe: Kay Angelli Estrada; Erica Huddleston, 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Early Childhood And 
Elementary Education; Matthew Johnson; Lindsay 
Seagraves
Hokes Bluff: David Coleman; Timothy Sexton, Spe­
cial Honors In Music
Rainbow City: Elizabeth Cornutt, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elemen­
tary Education; Kayla Cothran, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness; 
Sara Gargus, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Early Childhood And Elementary Education; Callie 
Minyard
Sardis: Lori Kinney; Brantley Massey, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Criminal Justice 
Southside: Timothy Chamanzad; Shanna Holliday, 
Cum Laude; Kayla Rooks, Special Honors In Exer­
cise Science And Wellness; John Stonecypher, Mag­
na Cum Laude Special Honors In Criminal Justice; 
Miranda Tyler; Courtney Washington, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness 
Walnut Grove: David Mitchell
Fulton
Atlanta: Pamela Green 
Geneva
Slocomb: Larhonda Craig, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Nursing
Gwinnett
Grayson: Aritha Francis, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing
Haralson
Tallapoosa: Ellen Abney 
Houston
Dothan: Sarrah Peters, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Communication; Jennifer Roberts
Jackson
Hollywood: James Blackwood, Special Honors In
Nursing Pisgah: Zachary Barringer
Scottsboro: Kelley Jones, Special Honors In Nursing
Jefferson
Adger: Leslie Carter
Bessemer: Dante Franklin; Brittney Hallman; Tava­
ris Ridgel
Birmingham: Jennifer Bogan; Marteyia Brooks;
Lauren Carr; Richard Gebhardt; Geneva Goodwin; 
Monica Henry; Desiree Hill; Stephanie Jones, Special 
Honors In Social Work; Angela Long; Daniel Mun­
roe; Calvin Nelms; Connie Perkins, Special Honors In 
Nursing; Rita Pierce; Jalissa Powell; Lashandra Rivers; 
Brittney Rolley, Special Honors In Art; Ashley Smith; 
Darnetta Smith; Jordan Smith; Reginald Swanson,
Cum Laude; Chinelo Uhomba; Purity Wanjohi, Mag­
na Cum Laude Special Honors In Nursing; Jasmine 
Williams
Fairfield: Whitney Wells
Fultondale: Haleigh Tibbs, Special Honors In Com­
munication
Gardendale: Racsol Ragland; Rebecca Thomas, Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing Homewood: Russell Lloyd;
Caryn Pouncy
Hoover: Changhua Dai, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing; Lytonioa Gaddis; Lindsey 
Haynes, Special Honors In Physical Education; Corey 
Howell; Christy Randall; Tanesha Weaver; Kara 
Young, Cum Laude
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Irondale: Rebecca Easterwood, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Family And Consumer Sciences 
Leeds: Stefany Newton; Kaylen Simmons 
Oak Grove: Anne Hester, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Music
Pinson: Theresa Melonas
Pleasant Grove: Shawnna Conti
Trussville: Mia Nguyen, Magna Cum Laude Special
Honors In Nursing
Trussville: Molly Choat
Lawrence
Moulten: Jasmine Echols 
Lee
Auburn: Tracie Davis, Special Honors In Nursing; 
Nicholas Moore; Joy Roberts, Special Honors In Fam­
ily And Consumer Sciences 
Opelika: Destiny White, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Early Childhood And Elementary Education; 
Casey Wilson, Special Honors In Nursing
Limestone
Athens: Le’sharia Steele Elkmont: John Barnette 
Madison
Harvest: Ashli Allen
Huntsville: Jessica Arighi, Summa Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Biology; Matthew Baker, Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Political Science; Meghan Brown­
ing; Latoya Colston; Ndongo Ekema, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Nursing; Danielle Ewing; 
Gregory Felch, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Art; Shoshannah Parton, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Geography; Kimberly Sales, Special Hon­
ors In Nursing; Leinin Schuerr, Special Honors In 
Art; Johnny Ubi, Cum Laude; Lacey Woodard 
Madison: Dayton Grissam, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Management; Marissa Moyer; Sarah Register, 
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Art 
M erid ianville : Carmen Hale 
Owens Cross Roads: Nicholas Charles
Marion
Haleyville: Emily Harris
Marshall
Albertville: Caitlyn Crabb; Jacob Davis; Logan 
Martin; Meagan Martin, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Elementary And Collaborative Education; 
Joshua Mccoy; Brandy Mullinax, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Emergency Management; Kan- 
di Nichols, Summa Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Management; Michael Nichols, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Computer Science; John Simmons; 
Whitley Staton, Cum Laude Special Honors In Social 
Work; Jessica Stoffregen
Arab: Jessica Althouse; Seth Bayer; Mathieu Hopper; 
Sara King; Meagen Mcclendon, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Elementary And Collaborative 
Education; Joseph Smith
Boaz: Hannah Ballentine, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary Edu­
cation; Chelsey Gillilan, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In History; Lashonda Green; Justin Mccor­
mick; Brittney Murphy, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Social Work; Ivy Tarrant
Douglas: Shauna Veal, Special Honors In Elementary 
And Collaborative Education; Matthew Miller, Mag­
na Cum Laude Special Honors In Mathematics 
Grant: Jenny Bailey; Jacqueline Edwards 
Guntersville: Stacy Brown, Special Honors In Social 
Work; Jeremy Burrage; Tammy Cook, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Social Work; James Mann 
Horton: Donna Dobbs
Mobile
Mobile: Denton Damron; Enola Harper 
Montgomery
Montgomery: Jocelyn Miller; Tabatha Ross, Special 
Honors In Nursing; Patience Taylor; Jenai Thomas 
Morgan
Decatur: Stephanie Barnes; Skyler Bass; Desmond 
Clay; Baley Glaze, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Nursing; Lashay Stover; Desmond Woods 
Trinity: Hunter Rivers
Perns
Marion: Alexis Suttles 
Pickens
Gordo: Candace Junkin, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary Educa­
tion
Pickensville: Johnny Hinton
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Randolph
Roanoke: Megan Morgan; Latonya Pyant 
Wadley: Teresa Collins, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Elementary And Collaborative Education;
Elijah Hall
Wedowee: Samuel Ogden, Special Honors In Com­
munication; Alexandria Rainwater, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Communication
Russell
Phenix City: Lemoyne Paulk 
Shelby
Alabaster: Staci Aiken
Chelsea: Kristen King, Magna Cum Laude Special
Honors In Nursing
Harpersville: Lasha Hicks
Helena: Tiffany Hutchins; Syed Khizar; Brooklyn
Parr
Hoover: Amanda Lucas, Special Honors In Early 
Childhood And Elementary Education Montevallo: 
Cody Iott, Special Honors In Liberal Studies 
Wilsonville: Whitney Gaut, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In English
St. Clair
Ashville: Derrick Mostella
Moody: Cherise Carlisle; Karen Hansen; Meredeth 
Ray
Odenville: Joshua Gunter, Summa Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Nursing
Pell City: Adam Bradshaw; Heather Carlisle; Ke­
haulani Carpenter, Special Honors In Early Child­
hood And Elementary Education; Milea Hanner, 
Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Early Child­
hood And Elementary Education; Kyle O'connor; 
Javionne Sanders; Della Sheehan, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Elementary And Collaborative Education; 
Paige Tucker, Cum Laude Special Honors In Early 
Childhood And Elementary Education; Jennifer Wid­
doss
Ragland: Shelby Boswell, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Elementary And Collaborative Education; Kristen 
Carlisle, Cum Laude Special Honors In Biology 
Springville: Alexander Baker; Ashley Hawkins; Demi 
Wilson, Cum Laude; Courtney Wingate 
Steele: Jared Boissel, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing; Immori Cater; Joshua Gibson, 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Early Childhood And 
Elementary Education
Talladega
Alpine: Tatiana Scott
Childersburg: Jessica English, Special Honors In En­
glish; Lazzar Taylor
Eastaboga: Abigail Tolene, Summa Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education; Lacey Waites
Lincoln: Zachary Beason; Kimberly Craig; Crystal 
Griggs; Curtis Holman; Tamela Mcwilliams; Amanda 
Pitts, Magna Cum Laude Special Honors In Biology; 
Shea Rogers; Dorthea Word, Special Honors In Early 
Childhood And Elementary Education 
Munford: Matthew Pruitt, Special Honors In History 
Oxford: Tammy Bradberry
Sylacauga: Carrington Ashley; William Carter; Aus­
tin Martin
Talladega: Ashia Castleberry; Jessica Cheatwood; 
Gereka Ford; Jonathan Keefover; Matthew Owens, 
Cum Laude Special Honors In Criminal Justice; 
Charis Warwick; Ashley Wideman, Special Honors In 
Elementary And Collaborative Education
Tallapoosa
Alexander City: Cynthia Walls; William White 
Dadeville: Ashley Clampitt; Darien Spruill Daviston: 
Timothy Slaughter 
Goodwater: Jenna Stanford
Tuscaloosa
Tuscaloosa: Jessica Bentley; Stacey Jordan; Jocelyn 
Washington
Walker
Jasper: Linda Alvis Parrish: Charles Sanford
CALIFORNIA
Placer
Roseville: Justin Yarbrough 
San Diego
San Diego: John Kingkade
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FLORIDA
Dade
Miami: Shakoiya Aiken, Special Honors In Early 
Childhood And Elementary Education 
Martin
Stuart: Luke Haggerty 
Seminole
Casselberry: Kelly Cole, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Communication
GEORGIA
Bartow
Cartersville: Jassuandra Bryant; Ashley Leffew, 
Special Honors In Nursing; Dominique Mc­
cluney; Kimberly Stiles, Magna Cum Laude 
Special Honors In Criminal Justice Taylorsville: 
Maggie Smith, Special Honors In Nursing
Carroll
Carrollton: Katharine Bergquist; Zachary Nelson 
Catoosa
Ringgold: Olivia Gaston, Cum Laude 
Chattooga
Trion: Elizabeth King 
Cherokee
Canton: Nicholas Blaylock Holly Springs: Ashley 
Sumrell
Clayton
Jonesboro: Ragan Billings; Stevinia Johnson; Om­
ari Jones
Cobb
Acworth: Emmalie Cole, Magna Cum Laude Spe­
cial Honors In Early Childhood And Elementary 
Education
Hiram: Aurielle Zakee
Kennesaw: Jeffrey Moon
Mableton: James Ayres
Marietta: Charles Bailey, Cum Laude Special
Honors In Music; Elizabeth Clemons, Special
Honors In English; John Harris; Faith Kamau-lrun­
gu; Michael Mccray, Special Honors In Nursing;
Jaymi Randolph
Coweta
Newnan: William Koran; John Mclain; Amber Nix­
on, Special Honors In Elementary And Collaborative 
Education
Sharpsburg: Marci Ware 
Dekalb
Atlanta: Donna Hemmings Stone Mountain: Jamal 
Dismuke
Douglas
Douglasville: Courtney Davis; Carla Hackney;
Michael Johnstone; Nakia Lewis, Summa Cum Laude
Special Honors In Criminal Justice;Roderick Mcreyn­
olds Krista Watts
Villa Rica: Rachel Castrenze
Winston: Rebecca Attison
Fayetteville 
Brooks: Andrew Dean
Floyd
Rome: Taylor Burger; Hannah Dillard; William 
Errickson, Cum Laude Special Honors In Criminal 
Justice; Tobias Layman, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Art; Jaime Powell; Seaborn Watters, Special Hon­
ors In Political Science
Fulton
Atlanta: Toddrick Johnson 
Gilmer
Ellijay: Daniel Marshall, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Music
Gwinnett
Lawrenceville: James Powell; Kara Stinehart, Special 
Honors In Nursing Snellville: Michael Bradford
Habersham
Clarkesville: Zachary Hill 
Hall
Flowery Branch: Laura Nash 
Haralson
Bremen: Charles Grizzard 
Tallapoosa: Teena Allen; Hillary Hamrick
Jefferson
Trussville: Beth Milam
Morgan
Madison: Dawn Walker
MARYLAND
Howard
Murray Columbia: Amanda Kirkpatrick
Chatsworth: Allison Myers
Newton
Covington: Keisha Robertson 
Paulding
Dallas: Maria Bongfen; Whitney Griffith Hiram: 
Joseph Tribble; Raphael Udom Powder Springs: Mo­
nique Gordon
M IC H IG AN
Wayne
Canton: Michell Randolph
MISSOURI
Polk
Cedartown: Jolie Mason, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Criminal Justice Rockmart: Jennie Lynn 
Conway; Karrie Ingle
Walker
Lafayette: Elizabeth Brown
ILLINOIS
Kane
Lake Marian: Monica Strzalkowski, Magna Cum 
Laude Special Honors In Emergency Management
McLean
Bloomington: Kevin Wisniewski 
St. Clair
Cary: Abbey Heredia, Magna Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Exercise Science And Wellness
St. Francis
Farmington: Michael Lovvorn 
St. Louis
St. Louis: Darren Holbrook
MISSISSIPPI
Forest
Hattiesburg: Nicholas Cook
NORTH CAROLINA
Pasquotank
Elizabeth City: Leah Seabury
NEW YORK
IN D IA N A
Monroe
Bloomington: Brian Onkst, Special Honors In Crim­
inal Justice
Kings
Brooklyn: Jesan Akther 
Rensselaer
Albany: Amanda Hudson
LOS ANGELES
Jefferson
Metairie: Kristin Pepper, Cum Laude Special Honors 
In Criminal Justice
O H IO
Franklin
Columbus: Janea Mcpherson
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PENNSYLVANIA
Montgomery
Lansdale: Christene Nyaboke, Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Nursing
SOUTH CAROLINA
Oconee
Seneca: Kimberly Brock
TENNESSEE
NATION
ALGERIA: Abdurrahim Zettili 
BRAZIL: Raisa Guasti, Cum Laude Special Hon­
ors In Exercise Science And Wellness CANADA: 
Zachary Elbirt, Cum Laude Special Honors In 
Management 
NORWAY: Tim Roenning 
CHINA: Pinye Chen; Ke Zhao 
KENYA: Joab Wako, Summa Cum Laude Special 
Honors In Applied Manufacturing Engineering 
SERBIA: Aleksandra Cmiljic, Special Honors In 
Communication
SPAIN: Dorian Fernandez-Gonzalez, Cum Laude 
TURKMENISTAN: Jeren Akmuradova
Giles
Pulaski: Julie Hazelwood 
Hamilton
Chattanooga: Ian Lewis
TEXAS
Dallas
Dallas: Jonathan Commons 
Fort Bend
Boling: Samuel Muegge
VIRG IN IA
James City
Williamsburg: Amy Starcher
VERMONT
Bennington
Bennington: John Gotsch
WISCONSIN
Portage
Steven Point: Erin Dolan, Special Honors In 
Social Work
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On behalf of the Mimosa Staff, we see each of you as the incredible 
faces and personalities that make JSU the great University it is! We 
wish you happiness in all your pursuits while at JSU and life beyond.
Vanessa Holliday - Editor
Katy Bartmess - Staff and Cover Design
Lee Miller - Advisor
Special thanks to Steve Latham, JSU Photographer, for his incredible 
pictures along with Angie Finley for providing photographs.
Jacksonville State University is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commis­
sion on Colleges to award bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the 
Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call (404) 679-4500 
for questions about the accreditation of Jacksonville State University.
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